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Moral Responsibility
robot bomb and atomic
power have finally convinced
the general public that we ought
to start developing a conscience,
that we lack a little in moral responsibility. Two World Wars, as
individual historical events, were
unable to impress that fact. A host
of minor inequalities in our domestic history generally escaped
notice. Few spoke of moral responsibility when they read of
murder and graft, fraud and dishonesty, unfaithfulness and a host
of other criminal activities involving only a few. Yet there is where
conscience and moral responsibility begin-on a hundred thousand
Main Streets with their adjacent
alleys, on Park Avenue and on the
wrong side of the tracks. Moral
responsibility begins long before
the "age of discretion." It is a
ponderable factor in individual
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as well as collective living. The
Bible is still right when it says
"Out of the heart proceedeth.
... " If that is where right and
wrong, use and abuse originate,
then that is where every effort to
enlighten conscience and develop
moral responsibility must begin.
It will be interesting to see
where our fearful historians and
philosophers begin, and what they
work with, and how they operate.
It would be interesting, if the welfare of all humanity were no.t so
immediately involved. The fact
that there may not be another
chance for our civilization gives
this whole problem the greatest
urgency. As usual our analysts
and evaluators have diagnosed
the sickness of civilization accurately. They have also pointed to
the remedy. But, also as usual,
they have no formula and no prescription.
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But a Christian knows how
moral responsibility is engendered
and developed. He knows what is
needed to enlighten a conscience.
It is just plain Law and Gospel,
revealed in Scripture. Such moral
responsibility is being developed
in thousands of Christian homes,
Christian congregations, Christian
schools and classes of instruction.
Nevertheless, we do not expect a
stampede in that direction. We do
not anticipate a rush for this remedy; not when even the churches
themselves have discarded it. But
it remains the only formula and
the only prescription that will
produce results. And we thank
God for it. Once more He has
anticipated our need. He once
said, "0, Israel, thou hast destroyed thyself; but in Me is thine
help." In these days, with these
prospects He says no less to us.

Postscript to War .
greatest of all wars is over
last. But the problems
which the war has created-and
those that created the war-still
demand solution. The aftermath
of war, especially in the ravaged
countries of Europe, is exceeded
in horror only by the war itself.
Homeless thousands stream
along the highways. Homes,
HE
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schools, and churches lie in ruins.
The good earth in vast stretches
lies blackened by the hand of war.
Homes are broken and families
disrupted. Moral standards are
collapsing-the inevitable backwash of war. During the coming
winter millions of persons face the
gaunt specter of disease and starvation. Thousands are choosing
suicide as the easy way out.
Worst of all, virtually the entire
<~rea of eastern Europe lies in the
grip of a totalitarian dictatorship
as absolute and as repugnant to
our free and democratic ideals as
that against which the war was
fought. Mr. Churchill sounded an
ominous but necessary warning in
the House of Commons recently
when he spoke of the tragedy that
is even now being enacted behind
"the iron veil of secrecy" in eastern Europe. Has the war been
fought only to exchange one form
of dictatorship for another? Have
2!)0,ooo Americans died simply to
perpetuate under a different guise
the theory of the all-powerful
State, the horrors of the concentration camp, and the ruthless
suppression of individual freedom?
What has become of the "brave
new world"? What is happening
in Jugoslavia, in the Baltic States,
in Bulgaria, in Poland is not
brave-and it certainly is not new.
The postscript to war is being
written in dark characters.
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Douglas MacArthur
OUGLAS MACARTHUR emerges
from the Pacific war as one of
the truly great figures in American history. W"ith consummate
military skill he led his forces
from the dark days of Bataan to
the triumph of Tokyo Bay. The
trail was long and agonizing, and
studded with many a stark white
cross, but he never lost sight of the
goal. It is supremely fitting that he
should now serve as ruler over
conquered Japan. Our courageous
fighting men in the Pacific have
had a worthy leader.
But MacArthur is not only a
great general. He is also and preeminently a spiritual leader. No
swashbuckling warrior, he is a
man of profound religious insights. His public statements
throughout the war have been
prayerful in tone, rather than profane, as is the vogue among certain of our military leaders.
MacArthur's address on the
battleship Missouri at the time of
the Japanese surrender should be
inscribed in the halls of Congress,
in our courts of justice, and in
every home and school and church
throughout the land. In a brilliant
summation he laid his finger on
the very crux of the problem that
confronts our nation and our
world today:
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The problem basically is theological and involves a spiritual recrudes-
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cence and improvement of human
character that will synchronize with
our almost matchless advance in science, art, literature, and all material
and cultural developments of the last
two thousand years. It must be of the
spirit if we are to save the flesh.
In those words, Douglas MacArthur has shown his countrymen
the way-the only way-to greatness.

Is Planned Religion Next?
HE Milwaukee C.I.O. Council
plans to buy and develop
Greendale, the federal government's model village southwest of
the city. As a part of this undertaking, the C.I.O. proposes to
establish city-owned churches,
which are to be financed through
tax funds and whose clergy are to
be employed and salaried by the
municipality.
This outrageous and un-American proposal has rightfully evoked
a storm of protest from churchmen and non-churchmen alike.
The C.I.O. plan violates the fundamental American principle of
separation of Church and State
and seeks to import into our own
country an undemocratic and discredited European system.
The secretary of the C.I.O .
council, Meyer Adelman, as quoted by Religious News Service, stated that "the church should have
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an honorable place in the community" and that "each minister
should earn a guaranteed annual
wage." Apparently "planned religion" is to be a corollary of the
much-vaunted "planned economy." Mr. Adelman and his union
confreres need to learn a few lessons in fundamental Americanism.
The Church has thus far managed to achieve "an honorable
place in the community" without
benefit of the C.I.O., and no selfrespecting Christian minister will
want to be beholden to a labor
union in his sacred office as a herald of the Gospel and a servant of
God.
The C.I.O. proposal would be
ridiculous if it were not so ominous.

Human Guinea Pigs
objectors have
become human "guinea pigs"
and research technicians- on three
significant developments in medical science recently, according to a
report by Religious News Service.
CONSCIENTIOUS

The C.O.'s have assisted in proving
that a virus disease may be contracted through drinking water, and that
one of the diseases spread in this
manner is infectious hepatitis or jaundice. They have also helped in largescale tests of the effectiveness of DDT
insecticide in destroying carrier flies

to control or prevent epidemics of
poliomyelitis or infantile paralysis.
Members of the Philadelphia Jaundice CPS Unit drank infected water,
blood serum, nose and throat wash·
ings, and material from body wastes
of jaundice patients in the course of
tests to discover how the virus of this
disease spreads. The investigation,
under direction of the Office of the
Surgeon General, has pointed out the
need for changes in methods of disinfecting water if the virus of jaundice is to be destroyed.
Behind the spraying of DDT over
the large areas of cities stricken with
infantile paralysis has been the work
of eight members of the CPS Unit
at New Haven, Conn. Three C.O.'s
have been serving in the research laboratory of the Yale Poliomyelitis
Study Unit, and five headed up the
"Fly Abatement Unit" of the Neurotropic Virus Commission, operating
in conjunction with the Study Unit.
The "lab" men ran tests, attended
the experimental animals, prepared
inoculations containing polio virus,
and identified the fly carriers of the
disease. The fly abatement crew operated a unit of motor trucks equipped
with power sprayers which forced
DDT vapor across the entire width
of a city block, and also maintained
fly traps to determine the effect of
DDT on flies.
Results of the experiment in four
communities are now being studied.
If changes in the spread of polio are
demonstrated, another major step
will have to be taken, it is felt, in
controlling or preventing epidemics
of this dread disease.
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Pearl Harbor Story
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that the American people as a
whole are to blame for Pearl Harbor was altogether gratuitous. His
statement that the Roosevelt administration was consistently
thwarted in its efforts to strengthen our national defense system is
not in accord witli the record.
That record speaks for itself.
Let the whole story of Pearl
Harbor be told!

the lengthy and detailed reports issued by the
Army and Navy examining
boards, the full story of the Pearl
Harbor disaster still remains to be
told. It is abundantly clear by this
time that Admiral Kimmel and
General Short by no means deserve to bear the full onus of the
catastrophe. The original report
of the Roberts Commission, which
made scapegoats of these two
men, is now shown to be a travesty on justice and an affront to the News on the Air
intelligence of the American peo- lfN "Hearing Is Believing," a seple. Nor is the indictment of Gen- ll ries of three articles in the Aterals Marshall and Gerow, Ad- lantic Monthly for June, July
miral Stark, and former Secretary and August, Dixon Wecter disHull the final word on the matter. cusses the element of political irWhile these officials must doubt- responsibility in radio broadcastless share in the blame, the ulti- ing. After studying the utterances
mate responsibility does not rest of the best-known news commentators, he finds that while some of
with them.
It becomes increasingly evident the programs are made up of
that a studied attempt has been "brilliant reporting or mature,
made to shield certain highly well-balanced analysis," yet "a
placed persons from the responsi- very large volume is hearsay, petubility for the Pearl Harbor trag- lance, tattling, ahd the fluid emoedy which they rightfully should tionalism which even at its best
share. We &hall not be satisfied has little place in the presentation
until we are given a full and hon- of news or the guidance of raest explanation of the role of tional public opinion."
Messrs. Roosevelt, Knox, and
Furthermore, he finds that beStimson in the Pearl Harbor story. cause of "radio's reluctance to
The fact that two of these gentle- cede profitable commercial time
men are dead is irrelevant. So are to public service programs" a rethe 3,ooo boys whose lives were grettably small amount of radio
time is given to the discussion of
sacrificed on December 7, 1941.
President Truman's assertion public questions, and what time is
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giver.. is frequently scheduled at
hours less convenient to listeners.
Wecter suggests the withdrawal
of sponsorship from news comment programs, if not from
straight newscasts; a closer scrutiny of the qualifications of analysts; and an opportunity for
those persons or organizations assailed by a commentator to give
rebuttals. It may be added that
listeners will profit from a knowledge not only of the methods of
propaganda but also of the fallacious forms of reasoning into
which even sincere speakers may
fall. An elementary study of logic
is a necessary discipline in the
training of future voters.

Marburg, October 1-3, 1529
little noted by the hisT torian and
less by the layman,
HOUGH

the first three days in October are
important dates in the history of
the western world. During those
days in 1529 the two champions

of Protestantism, Martin Luther
and Ulrich Zwingli, met in important debate in Marburg.
Writers of ecclesiastical history
have been wont to minimize the
importance of the Marburg Colloquy, claiming that at Marburg
a humanistic Swiss and a medieval German, in discussing the doctrine of the Holy Eucharist, bickered over theological terminology.
However, more than the doctrine
of the Lord's Supper was at stake
at Marburg. An approach to
Scripture was involved. Was reason or faith to be the standard
by which God's revelation to man
was to be judged? Luther explicitly contended for the norm of
faith; Zwingli implicitly supported reason. That basic difference in
their attitudes toward divine revelation colored their respective
theological systems-the one paving the way for rationalistic and
religiously empty Modernism, the
other serving as a banner around
which the supporters of the evangelical concept could rally.
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PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
B Y
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I Remember

K R E T Z MAN N

cata in C" . . . Children of the
twentieth century singing "Abide
with Me" at vespers as a storm approaches ... Pater's "Marius the
Epicurean" . . . The impact of
Beethoven's "Ninth" at first hearing ... The deathbed of a tired
soul somewhere in Central Illinois
... The skyline of New York at
dawn ... The carilloneur in the
Peave Tower at Ottawa, Canada,
playing the hymns of the Kingdom that never ends in one of the
nerve centers of the Empire on
which the sun never sets ... Lenten services in Trinity Church,
Springfield, on quiet evenings in
spring ... Everything written by
Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch ... Ditto Ralph Adams Cram . . . The
wind through the pines in the
Sierras crying over ancient sorrows . . . Lizette Woodworth
Reese's "Little Henrietta," death
distilled into pure poetry ... The
sharp consciousness of recurring
Palm Sundays, when thousands of
boys and girls, clean and true.
make vows which life and time

opening scene of "Hamlet"
read by a group before an open
fire in the Commons room ... August moonlight on the white steps
of the Widener Library in Harvard Yard . . . The "Hallelujah
Chorus" pouring into the room
from the sky on the night before
Christmas ... Dr. F. Pieper reading a paper, "The Open Heaven,"
at River Forest in 1929 as though
he were already there ... Keats'
"Nightingale" with November
rain beating against a dormitory
window . . . The "Valse Triste"
wailing from a farm house in
Ohio on a snowy afternoon in December . .. Francis Thompson's
"Hound of Heaven" ... Convention of the Church opening with
"Come, Holy Ghost, God and
Lord" ... Dusk in western Wyoming, a symphony in purple and
grey . . . David Morton's "Nocturnes and Autumnals" .. . Bach
in Trinity, New York, at noon,
with the noises of Wall Street fading before the reality of the "Toe-
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will too often drag into the mud
of the world's shame . . . The
lights of San Francisco from the
bay ... The sacerdotal prayer of
our Lord, the final summary of all
life and all history ...
Spengler's Der Untergang des
A bendlandes . . . The choir at
Bethlehem Church, Baltimore,
Maryland, which knows how to lift
a tired preacher . . . Good choirs
should sing before the sermon ...
Bad choirs should not sing at all
. . . Tschaikowsky's "1812 Overture" performed as it was written
-cannons and everything ... The
campus at Johns Hopkins on
white nights in January-a symbol
of a lost peace ... Kreisler playing
"Londonderry Air" near midnight
before a standing audience begging for more ... Dr. F. Pieper's
lectures on the vicarious atonement, one of the few times we
caught the supreme and irresistible power of a surrendered heart
. . . The Lynds' Middletown)
perhaps the most devastating examination of our world as it stumbles through its daily routine ...
lfeywood Broun's piece on Sacco
and Vanzetti in his book It Seems
to Me ... Ditto Edna St. Vincent
Millay's sonnets on the same subject . . . Rechlin's improvisation
on "Jerusalem, Thou City Fair
and High," opening the gates of
pearl for a moment ... Ecclesiastes 12-not only for its meaning

but as the most majestic example
of the noble rhythm of English
prose . . . The first twelve measures of Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue," the last epitome of our
troubled years ... Elinor Wylie's
"Angels and Earthly Creatures"next to Housman's "A Shropshire
Lad" the best classic poetry we
have produced . . . The storm
scene in King Lear ... The Little
Chronicle of Magdalena Bach) an
almost perfect evocation of a perfect love ... The end of autumn
days from a rain-dashed windowthe mood of yellowing leaves and
faded summer . . . The University of Chicago Chapel under a
November moon . . . Gladys
Swarthout singing Brahms' "Lullaby" in memory of SchumannHeink . . . We miss her "Stille
Nacht" coming over the ether on
Christmas Eve . . . The rouged
lady with pearls about her throat
taking part in the Mass in B Minor-almost blasphemy . . . To
have the music of Bach, fully and
completely, you must have the
faith of Bach ... The interior of
the University of Chicago Chapel
-a most shocking example of falling between the stools of the academic and the ecclesiastic ... De
Quincey's essay "On the Knocking
at the Gate in Macbeth" -second
only to Ecclesiastes 12 for sheer
beauty of prose . . . Gershwin's
"Song of the Flame" ... Isaiah 53
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-the greatest prelude in the history of man-the backward shadow of the Cross . . .
The blasted beauty of the Calumet region between South Chicago and Gary-the quiet stars of
God over the restless flames of
man ... Parrington's Main Currents in American Thought-still
far and away the best account of
America's coming of age-how we
came to be what we are ... West
Madison Street in Chicago-a wilderness made into a civilization
and civilization making it a new
and darker type of wilderness ...
\Villa Cather's Death Comes for
the Archbishop-in its field the
best that America has produced
... Edwin Markham's "The Man
with the Hoe" -the clearest poetic
description of the Russian revolution, written seventeen years betore the event ... Edna St. Vincent Millay's sonnet "To Jesus on
His Birthday," typical of the
strange revival of interest in the
person of Christ:
For this Your mother shivered in the
cold,
For this You bled upon the bitter
tree;
A yard of tinsel ribbon bought and
sold;
A paper wreath; a day at home for
me.
The Rose Window in Notre
Dame, Paris, the West Door at
Amiens, the choir of Beauvais-
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all of which we hope to see before
our eyes open on the spires and
windows of heaven . . . Paul
Whiteman's violins wailing "When
Day Is Done" -a strange backward
look from the world's evening on
a day that is past ... The memory
of the boy, reared on the streets of
New York, who recited for Teacher Prokopy:
Dawn't kill de boids, de pretty boids
Dat sing among de trees
De woild would be a drearah place
Were dere no maw uv dese.
The Adagio Lamentoso of
Tschaikowsky's Sixth-the strange,
tortured peace which comes at last
to a tormented soul ... Stravinsky's Firebird-about as close as
anyone can come to hearing the
wings of the angels of darkness ...
John Winthrop, governor of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, to his
wife on the death of their son:
"God has put all thy tears in His
bottle" . . . Trinity Church, Detroit, at dusk of a winter evening
with a single candle flickering on
the altar and the noise of the city
dying away-a gentle touch of the
last twilight and the unseen candle ... The book of meditations
inscribed by a dear hand at Christmas time, "And as Thy servant
was busy here and there, the Man
was gone" -words which should
be above the desk of every servant
in the Kingdom . . . Reading
again the story of some of the con-
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troversies which have shaken the
Church of God during the past
nineteen hundred years-a deep
shadow and yet a sure proof that
despite the incredible follies of
men God lives in the Church ...
The "Crucifixus" from the Mass
in B Minor-the nearest music
has ever come to the expression of
the sorrow of heaven over sin ...
The listening hush of midnight on
every Christmas Eve-as though
the creation, so lost in its own
way, were waiting for Him again
. . . The last two stanzas of "0
Haupt voll Blut and Wunden"the perfect prayer of the pilgrim
whose last home stands clear beyond a Cross . ..

Random Notes
pick up a copy of Dr.
Cushing's From a Surgeon's
Journal, a day by day record of
his work in the Ambulance Corps
in the dark days from 1915 to 1918
. . . A few brief paragraphs refer
to Revere Osler, the son of the
famous physician and professor at
Johns Hopkins and Oxford, Sir
William Osler . . . In Gilman
Hall, at Johns Hopkins University, there is the proud TudorStuart Club, endowed by Sir William in memory of Revere . . .
Here is Cushing's account of his
death ... "About seven this morn -

W
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ing the world lost this fine boy . ..
We saw him buried in the early
morning. A soggy Flanders field
beside a little oak grove to the
rear of the Dosinghem group of
hospitals-an overcast, windy, autumnal day-the long rows of simple wooden crosses-the new
ditches half full of water being
dug by Chinese coolies wearing
tin helmets-the boy wrapped in
an army blanket and covered by a
weather-worn Union Jack, carried
on their shoulders by four slipping stretcherbearers. A strange
scene-the great-great grandson of
Paul Revere under a British flag,
and awaiting him a group of some
six or eight American Army medical officers-saddened with the
thoughts of his father. Happily it
was fairly dry at this end of the
trench, and some green branches
were thrown in for him to lie on.
The Padre recited the usual service-the bugler gave the 'Last Post'
-and we went about our duties.
Plot 4, Row F" . . . That "Plot 4,
Row F" is a stroke of genius ...
We pick up in a restaurant an
example of how English should
not be written ... It is an essay
on water ... Look at it and weep:
"Water glistens in the tiny teardrops on the sleeping lids of infancy, trickles down the blushing
cheek of youth and rushes in torrents from the dimmed eyes of
age. With the rising of the sun it
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flashes like polished diamonds in
the tiny dew drops on the blades
of grass and washes the faces of
the pansies nodding in the morning breeze. It refreshes the arid
pastures, a priceless gift from an
unseen hand. It comes singing in
the mountain brooks from the
eternal snow banks and forms the
river whose current generates electricity to light our cities and run
our cars and factories." ... That
"washes the faces of pansies" is a
new low ...
The tedium of a long train
journey is relieved by reading another biography of Bach ... The
man has always fascinated us . . .
Together with Luther and Walther, he is one of the colossal figures on the Christian horizon ...
And yet he was intensely human
. .. We like, for example, the story
of his controversy with the Church
Council at Arnstadt . . . They
charged him with "introducing
unseemly variations on the organ
during the singing of the chorale
whereby the congregations were
thrown into confusion" . . . We
take a look at one of the few scores
of his accompaniments and feel
constrained to agree with the
Church Council . . . His accompaniment to "Wer nur den lieben
Gott laesst walten" looks like a
scherzo . . . No wonder the congregation had a hard time finding
the right note ... It is interesting
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to see also that two hundred years
ago at Leipzig the services in the
Thomas Church began at seven in
the morning and lasted until noon
... A full cantata was a regular
part of the service with organ and
orchestra . . . In fact, several organs . . . Shades of our fifteenminute sermons and hurried servIces ...
A little reading a round in
Shakespeare these quiet evenings
. . . We still like the famous remark of Caesar when he looks at
Cassius, "He thinks too much;
such men are dangerous" . . . Or
Brutus' evaluation of Cicero, "He
will never follow anything that
other men begin" . . . Do you
know any people like that? . . .
While we are talking about Shakespeare we note that a catalog of an
English firm heads one of its items
"Was this Shakespeare's Bible?"
... The Bible referred to comes
from the Hart family, the nearest
collateral relatives of.Shakespeare
at the present time ... They were
living at Stratford at the time of
Shakespeare's death .. . The Bible
is one of the famous Breeches
Bibles, London, 1595 ... It would
be interesting if we still had the
actual Bible from which Shakespeare drew so many of his shining
phrases ...
We get around to rea ding
again Reinhold Niebuhr's famous
Leaves from the N otebooh of n
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Tamed Cynic .. . A description
of his thoughts during the first
thirteen years of his ministry ...
Much of it is not good ... Some
of it is very good ... This, for example ... "Even those who value
.t he real work of the ministry
sometimes express their appreciation in rather superficial phrases.
I remember when dear old 'X' celebrated his twenty-fifth anniversary the good toastmaster pathetically described the pastor's successful ministry by explaining that
under his leadership the congregation had doubled its membership, installed a new organ, built
a parsonage, decorated the church
and wiped out its debt. Not a
word about the words of comfort
the good pastor had spoken or the
inspiration he had given to thirsting souls" . . . Again: "Cynics
sometimes insinuate that you can
love people only if you don't
know them too well; that a too
intimate coRtact with the foibles
and idiosyncrasies of men will
tempt one to be a misanthrope. I
have not found it so. I save myself
from cynicism by knowing individuals, an~ knowing them intimately. Men are clearly not very
lovely in the mass. One can maintain confidence in them only by
viewing them at close range. Then
one may see the moral nobility of
unselfish parenthood, the pathetic
eagerness of father and mother to

give their children more of life
than they enjoyed; the faithfulness of wives to their erring husbands; the grateful respect of mature children for their old parents;
the effort of this and that courageous soul to maintain personal
integrity in a world which continually tempts to dishonesty, and
the noble aspirations of hearts
that must seem quite unheroic to
the unheeding world."
,
A long night on a train to Texas is made short by a former New
York policeman . . . He covered
Harlem-the crossroads of Africa
and America . . . His stories are
fascinating and his language
enough to stir Shakespeare to envy
... It is alive ... Quotes: ... "So
one night we wuz goin' through
our regular pickups, startin' at
one hunnerd-nineteenth street and
comin' down. Just routine stuff,
unnerstan' -just pickin' up bums
an' unks an' snowbirds in de
joints. In one dump we picks up
five and heads 'em for de wagon.
It wuz snowin' and de steps wuz
slippery. I wuz sorta holdin' on
with one han' when all uva sudden one of dem guys pulls a rod.
I jumps back and two of 'em takes
it on de lam, me an' Joe after 'em.
I pulls my rod and starts lettin'
'em have it. De one guy goes down
layin' in the middle uv de street.
Leanin' on his elbow, de rat, he's
aimin' at Joe. So I takes a runnin'
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jump and lands on de guy wid
both feet. He caves in like a balloon. Joe gets de oder guy and I
get dis watch for savin' Joe's life.
See de inscription? Pretty nice,
huh?" ...
All of which reminds us . . .
Whenever we want to be impressed again with the majesty of
the law as it is administered in
this broad land of ours, we tune
in on the broadcast of the proceedings of the traffic court in
Gary ... Strange and marvelous
doings . . . The nearest thing to
a blind machine we have ever
known . . . And how instructive
concerning the language spoken
in America ... "I seen him comin'
at a good clip. There wuz a couple
kids hangin' around. Me and Offica Galagher wuz just comin' out
of a store. The street wuz sorta
crowded kinda and I says to him
'You can't drive like that' and he
says, 'can't I'-Your Honor, he
was plastered to the gills." ...
A copy of a Chicago paper on
Easter Sunday morning ... Quotes
. . . "Here, then, is where to see
the top hats today. St. Chrysostom's and Fourth Presbyterian are
the tops in fashionable churches
... Not that all the fine feathers
on the drive on Easter Sunday
noon have been to church. But

I
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that's neither here nor there
At St. Chrysostom's the vestrymen
are as serious about their duties
as they are meticulous about the
crease of their morning trousers
and the set of their lapel carnations. They have little sympathy
for latecomers whose seats aren't
held for them. At St. James' Mrs.
Patrick A. Valentine, handsome in
fox furs, pearls, and her corsage,
and Madame Edward Larned Ryerson are the doyennes of the congregation, without whom services
could hardly begin" . . . Quotes
closed ... Somehow that picture
has been with us now for a long
time ... Top hats, gardenias, and
glittering finery . . . A strong
spring wind could take one of
those top hats on Michigan Boulevard and place it neatly on the
steps of a hovel in which misery
and starvation and fear dwell ...
And memory, not too sodden with
the treacherous years, might recall
the manger bed, the Poorest of the
poor, the face of Him who had no
place to lay His head-and the
thirty pieces of silver . . . An old
quatrain tolls in our memory:
Do gold-tongued candles comfort
Thee
Who tasted darkness on a tree,
Can altar lilies drain
Thy side of p ain?

I
An old answer to our newest problem ...

Is There a Cure for War?
By

w. F. BECK

from the days of
A cartoon
World War I pictures Japanese, Chinese, and African people
sitting around an amphitheater.
They are looking into the arena,
where the "Christian" nations of
Europe are engaged in a bloody
life-and-death battle. From the
lips of a grinning Japanese come
the words, "How these Christians
love one another!"
More recently a cartoon pictured World War II as a battle
in a jungle clearing. Men with
bayonets, machine guns, and a
huge tank are attacking their fellow human beings. Crowded in
the trees, which surround the
clearing, are the lions, elephants,
tigers, and rabbits of the forest.
They look amazed, terrified, and
glad. A huge boa gazes with savage glee. One giraffe, whose long
neck serves him better than a ringside seat at a prize fight, says to
his brother giraffe, "We must establish a refuge to keep human
beings from destroying themselves
and becoming extinct." His

brother answers, "Why bother?"
Learned comment comes from
one of the monkeys in the treetops, "So that's what they mean
by evolution."

Dechristianizing Our
Civilization
We'll be quick to respond that
not Christianity, but the rejection
of Christianity and the return to
paganism and animalism under a
veneer of culture is the cause of
war.
A Paris newspaper in glaring
headlines told the French people,
"We are going to pay for sixty
years of dechristianization, falling
birth rate, decline into paganism,
and materialism."
Bishop Wilson of Chelmsford
in Essex says of the English people that 10 per cent of them are
really devoted to Christianity, 30
per cent are kindly toward it, 50
per cent are entirely indifferent,
and the remaining 10 per cent are
opposed to it. And England's
Prime Minister stated that he is a
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buttress that supports the church
from the outside.
In America as well as in Europe
most Christian churches have seen
the ocean break through neglected dikes of biblical truth to flood
the churches with the false conceptions of Liberalism. On the
crests of this flood came World
War I and II, just as Midianites,
Philistines, and finally the Assyrians came upon Israel on the crests
of its idolatries.
Wars in Christian countries are
not a proof that Christianity is
ineffective; they are a proof that
Christians who err from the faith
"pierce themselves through with
many sorrows." People who blot
out Heaven in their thinking
should not expect Heaven to help
them. For it's worse to reject
Christ than never to have known
Him. There is good reason why
"Christian" countries should have
their back cut more deeply by the
scourge of war than heathen countries. The chosen people of Israel,
too, suffered more than the Egyptians and Babylonians.

Heart Trouble
War, a trouble in itself, is an
expression of a deeper trouble in
the hearts of men. This heart
trouble is not a disease peculiar
to the Nazis or the Japanese. MacArthur said of the Japanese soldier, "He is like any other soldier; he is no fanatic; he dies
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with his mother's name on his
lips."
The roots of international conflict are in each human heart.
This heart loves to think itself
the center of the universe. When
it has power and goods, it has
little need for God or for its fellow creatures. By a congenial kind
of anarchy it substitutes its own
world for God's world. It puts a
greater trust in its own thinking
and planning than in God's rule
of this world. It sets up its own
moral standards, tailor-made to fit
its impulses, and enabling it to
boast of its own essential goodness and to doubt the righteousness of God. Having by this contrivance discovered its nobility, it
looks upon the gifts of life, however providential, as obtained by
innate right or. by acquired merit.
Its own happiness is given a certain absolute priority. In the distant reaches of the mind there is
a vague concession that the untouchable in Calcutta is entitled
to the same happiness. But this is
an abstraction and requires no
action beyond a mention in the
general prayer on Sunday and
fifty cents to the Red Cross gotten
by an energetic solicitor and loudly accredited by the cross in the
window. The only need for happiness which really cries out for
action is one's own. That happiness in the materialistic thought
structure of our day upon dissec-
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tion will be seen to consist for the
most part of the same elements
as our standard of living. And in
our standard of living, let's be
honest with ourselves, we are a
Herrenvolk in the world. We are
not foolish enough to state it as
blatantly as certain people across
the seas. But we have "blown up"
our luxurious way of life before
millions of have-nots around the
globe, who are embittered by their
incurable poverty, and who know
that for a few cents a day they
are doing the work of slaves to
produce certain ingredients of our
luxury.
This is the ideology out of
which come the personal, racial,
and national hatreds that go on
parade in wartime. "But we didn't
start the last war!" Of course not.
There is one main reason why
we didn't start it. We beguile ourselves by thinking that our love of
pe-ace is that reason. We didn't
start the last war, because we had
nothing to gain by a war. We
didn't start it, but we held up a
thousand-dollar bill before a J apanese who had eight cents, which
he earned in a distant way in our ·
employment, arrd which left his
wife and children starving. There
are two ways of starting a war:
One is by pulling a gun; another,
by upholding a tension which the
other person finds intolerable.
Each one-the one who pulls the
gun and the one who creates the

tension-washes his hands and
claims innocence. This assertion
of innocence makes a cure impossible and war inevitable.
Whatever follies we live in, let's
see this clearly: Wars come out of
hearts like ours. They are not the
invention of the insane. Wars
should not be thought abnormal
to our impulses, however self-destructive they may be. Otherwise
there could not be so many of
them.
There may be truth in what
H. L. Mencken wrote in 1936
(Reader's Digest, June, 1937) :
"There is nothing in all this
world that can match war for
popularity. It is, to at least nine
people out of ten, the supreme
circus of circuses, the show beyond
w.npare. It is Hollywood multiplied by ten thousand. It combines all the excitements of a bullfight, a revival, a train wreck, and
a lynching. . . .
"War, to the typical young fellow, is a colossal release. The
problem of making a living in a
stupid and unappreciative world
departs from his shoulders. . . .
The soldier stands proudly above
all the ordinary laws. . . .
"As for the rest of the population, my belief, born of close observation in two wars, is that
those who stay home enjoy war
even more than those who take a
hand in it .... There are new ancl
better jobs for everyone.
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''I'll begin to believe war can
be abolished when the pacifists
show me a way to change all this.
What I call for, of course, is a
complete renovation of human
nature. Science is mighty and may
accomplish anything in time; it
may even accomplish this.
"If, when, and as it does so, I'll
begin to believe we have seen the
last of war. But not before."
And we have it from John Gunther: "The worst thing about war
is that so many men like it."

No Balm in Gilead?
Everything of law and force to
perpetuate peace was in our hands
in 1918. We tried the cures of war
and failed. Helplessly we stood
by to see: Nine-tenths of the
world actively at war; the lash of
one idea, to produce and to kill,
driving masses of humanity onward; wealth, muscle, and brain
power strained to wound, kill,
and destroy; civilized peoples wiping out whole areas and cities,
leaving people homeless, starving, suffering; millions in prison
camps, other millions not returning, and others returning to bring
tears to our eyes; family life breaking down, and delinquency climbing higher.
Victory will now bring a breathing spell, peace conferences, Kellogg pacts to outlaw war-plus intensified research in new instruments of death. The atomic bomb
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is already with us. But what can
we do to prevent World War III?
Policing is a negative weapon.
Law and force are too feeble to
overcome human impulses of greed
and belligerency. Physical power
cannot rebuild the breaches of
man's faith in man, because it
cannot create in man's heart the
cement that gives binding power
to his promise. The elimination
of Hitler and Tojo may bring
calm among the ruins, but these
will prove to have been only
scapegoats; Hitler the Second and
Tojo the Second have already
been born; their dynasty goes on.
Is there no cure? Must we say,
All useless now to reason whyNo choice but just to do or die?

May not our life, which changes
with a startling speed, somehow
change for the better?
Science has given us better externals of life. But where is the
change in the internal machinery
of man? We have hung grape clusters on the thornbush, but we
have not made the thornbush into
a grapevine. That is why men
who have tried the ways of peace
have reached dead ends; they supposed an ideal held before men's
eyes would transform their hearts.
They held up a star for men to
follow, but these men chose to
stay behind in Jerusalem to plot
against one another. "If we would
change the face of the earth, we
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must first change our own hearts,"
Chancellor Hutchins told a radio
audience.
We need an inner power. "Singapore," said Beaverbrook, "was
not lost to superior equipment.
... There is danger in settling all
our faith on great quantities of
equipment. Unbreakable morale
is the first necessity." Without this
inner power, war and peace are
lost regardless of military force.
Can we find this power within
man? Niebuhr says, "Modern culture has no perspective from
which it can view this confusion
and plan a better world." Our recurrent catastrophes show that
man does not have the power
within himself to make himself
happy, that in his individual,
family, and national life he is a
wretched orphan without his
heavenly Father.

We Have the Cure
Several years ago John R. Mott
said that unless the Christian
world would send thousands of
missionaries to Japan to bring
them the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
the time would come when we
would have to send tens of thousands of bayonets to that country. That prophecy has now come
true. There is no other choice. If
missionaries do not cross the
boundaries, soldiers will cross
them. It is either Christianity or
destruction.

Many still are not convinced
that Christianity is essential. "The
nation . . . needs bombers more
than it needs butter and churches
and moving pictures." (Life, July
7, 1942, p. 26.) In Vanport, Oregon, the FHA made no provisions
for churches in an area of 40,000
people; but it provided for a large
modern theater. In East Peoria,
Illinois, the WPB gave its approval for the renovation of nightclubs and saloons and for the production of liquor, but refused a
building priority to a church,
which is worshiping in makeshift
quarters.
But the failure of other than
Christian means should clarify
our vision. All other solutions
have broken down in confusion
and bloodshed. There is only one
thing left, and that is the God of
mercy, the healing Christ. His
blood can arrest human corruption at its source by creating a
clean heart. It can make all things
new. It can electrify the mind of
man to think and act in the ways
of peace.
In Christ we find a meaning
from another world, a power
greater than ourselves, something
more enduring than the foundation of this civilization, or of the
next. In Him we find the courage
to foresee catastrophe, because we
are convinced that the fall of a
nation is not the end for those
who trust in Him. In Him we rise
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above rums to a height from
which man's fatal errors can be
corrected.
"If we do not find a common
ground on which to build this
time, we shall never deserve the
victory," Anthony Eden said at
Annapolis, Maryland. There is
only one common ground. It is
there where one cleansed heart
meets with another cleansed heart
and forms with it "a universal
fraternal alliance," as Augustine
called it. A fragment of a letter
from the middle of the second
century A. D. reads: "What the
soul is in the body, Christians are
in the world. For the soul holds
the body together, and Chris-
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tians hold the world together."
Christians are bound together
by a Savior's redeeming love
which has made a brotherhood of
all men possible. His forgiveness
and His life embraces all. His
truth holds for every square foot
of the earth. His principles go
deeper and higher than the standards of governments. His kingdom extends over white and yellow and black. His fellowship is
a world movement with a textbook translated into all the languages of men; it can give one
heart and one soul to people of •
conflicting temperaments and nationalities; it can eternally bind
man to man.

Iron Star
Mine be the task
To beat the iron into a star,
To briefly unmask
What dreams of light there are
Beneath the rust.
You shall take it with laughing scorn,
Fling it in dust
Beside the black and blossoming thorn.
Iron is for nails and bars,
You say, but not for talisman stars.
-HELEN MYRTIS LANGE

THE

ASTROLABE
BY

THEODORE GRAEBNER

and Cleopatra, of Dante and Beatrice, of Abelard and Eloise-told
to our living ears by the chief
actor in the drama. Never was
there another broadcast like unto
this.
There were others of profound
dramatic appeal. The burial of
Von Hindenburg, for instancewith its thousands of muffled
drums, and its hundreds of thousands of mourners chanting, "Wir
treten und belen" and "Ein' feste
Burg."
Probably the most telling address of the thousands we have
heard over the radio was the
speech against F. D. Roosevelt
made by John L. Lewis of the
CIO (then), at the close of the
1940 campaign. Mr. Herbert Hoover's speech on the same occasion
came almost second in all-time
high of political invective,-certainly not surpassed by the four

FROM CRYSTAL SET
TO T OKYO
We heard the pens scratch as
the Japanese commissioners
•
signed the documents on the battleship "Missouri." We heard the
papers rustle when General MacArthur read his address to the
armed forces and to the nation.
It was undoubtedly the most notable event ever communicated to
the world by radio. And it challenges, for this reason alone, comparison with other broadcasts that
made radio history.
I suppose the most dramatic
broadcast of all was that of the
King of England, speaking at midnight, in 1936, from Windsor Castle, abdicating his throne because
of his intention to. marry "the
woman he loved"! A story in its
emotional appeal the equal of,
and in dramatic setting transcending, the famous loves of Anthony
20
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Catilinian orations of Cicero-,
but the address of Mr. Lewis was
the masterpiece hors de concours.
Thinking backward, of all
broadcasts there was one that
stands out as the greatest since we
started listening at our crystal
sets. This was about twenty-five
years ago and it originated on Hawaii. No human voice was heard
except the short sentence of the
announcer: "We are with the XY
expedition on the rim of Kilauea,
and in another minute we shall
lower the microphone into the
crater of the volcano." Then we
heard the Voice of God. The
roaring of the volcano as its explosions in the bowels of the earth
sent boiling lava loaded with tenton boulders hurtling to the
mouth and the crash of their return back into the sea of molten
rock. No more awe-inspiring
sound-or shall we except the
voice of J ehovah from Sinai at the
giving of the Law?-has ever been
heard by human ears.

FOLLIES OF NOSTALGIA
We have had our experience,
first with the ear-phones, lis•
tening over our crystal s,ets, and
later with the advent of the tubes
in which by a miracle of science
the maelstrom of electrons rushing over the grids brought the
voice of those a thousand miles

1
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distant to our ears. Let me dwell
a little longer on this business
of thinking backward. I sometimes hear the sentiment, chiefly
in popular song, of those who long
for a return to the days of their
youth. That golden age, when
heaven played about us, the days
of fond memory-the childhood
years-ah, those distant precious
years, when we saw the world
through eyes so eager to taste life
to the full-and so on.
I haven't the slightest sympathy
for that kind of nostalgia. Not because my childhood was barren
and joyless-! suppose I missed
none of the thrills of getting acquainted with world and life; but
because I would not, if I could,
return to an age which was mainly a period of waiting for the
marvels of human experience in
store for the grown-up members
of twentieth century society, and
to be obtained only by waiting.
What-return to the nineties,
the eighties, and then wait another fifty years to spend a night
on the summit of Mt. Le Conte
in the Smokies?-or wait forty
years, again, as I did, before I
would hear Roland Hayes sing
"Were you there when they crucified my Lord?" And "Adelaide"?
-or twenty years, which is an awful long time to wait, before seeing the sun rise on the Columbia
Icefields on the new highway to
Jasper? Just take that last item.
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A quarter century ago I would
have been compelled to join a
party with pack-train and ride for
four days before reaching the Athabasca Glacier; of course, I then
did not have the hundred dollars
for a wilderness trip like this;
now (in 1940) I rode over the perfect Jasper highway in one afternoon from Lake Louise to the
Chalet where the roof of the
world is covered with glaciers.
You get what I mean. Would any
man in his right mind go back to
the years of youth and then wait
twenty, thirty, forty, fifty years before he would hear the voice of
Caruso, or see the painted desert
of New Mexico, or climb the
Sangre Di Cristos, or see Greta
Garbo in Camille or hear the St.
Louis A Cappella Chorus sing
"Es ist ein' Ros' entsprungen"?
These are only samples; let's see
·
what's on the shelves.

MUSIC IN OUR CENTURY
~ T~ St. Louis A Cappella
•
Choir, undoubtedly one of
the finest singing organizations
on God's broad earth, was but the
end, in some respects the climax,
of musical experience, such as one
can point to as an abiding harvest
of half a century of listening to
good rpusic. It all began with an
aria from Gluck's Orpheus and
Euridice, picked out by slow ef-

fort on the old grand piano. Do
the pretended (I shall say) hankerers after the "golden days of
childhood" real1y expect me to
believe that they would like to
start it all over again-the exercises in Czerny, the Clementi sonatinas, and the rest of the horrors,
with a few lovely bits from the
operas mixed in? And here was
the old Abbey-Schoeffel and Grau
opera company, maae up of the
greatest of stars then living, including both the De Reszkes, and
Melba and Nordica, waiting for
us in the nineties. And right at
the turn of the centuries the incomparable Scandinavian men's
choirs, and the Russian Quartet
a little later-was not one's musical day lost that had no recollection of such experience? Whenever the radio gives us the "Soldiers' Chorus" from Faust, I hear
the tenor of Jean D.e Reszke and
the contralto of Mme. Scalchi
(playing Valentine) in the old
Exposition Hall. They are all
long dead, but the experience
they gave us has been ringing
through half a century and is as
fresh now as if the orchestra had
just turned out its lights in the
pit.
You have never heard a male
chorus. You will say you did, you
think you did, but you haven'tunless you heard the Christiania
choir in 1903 or the Lund chorus
in 1904. There was no recording
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then except on the indestructible
record of memory, but there they
still sing, and no years have silenced them-the Swedish university chorus and their rivals from
Norway. When the Christiania
boys sang Sinding's Landkjending
you saw the Vikings head their
prows up the Fjord and the light
of ancient Saga shine from their
eyes. And if there ever was a concert audience whose enthusiasm
went clean out of bounds it was
the St. Louis Fair crowd that
heard the Lund chorus.
This age has had greater artists
than any previous one in the field
. of vocal and instrumental music.
It has had few great composers.
Such experiences as the coronation tone poems of Elgar, the
"Rhapsody in Blue" by Gershwin,
or the light opera melodies of
Herbert, Youmans, and Friml do
not rate by the side of the great
tradition of the nineteenth century. But the performers-well,
the world would have to wait for
the last three decades before it
had (as we have today) Adelina
Patti by the score, dozens of Liszts
and Paganinis, such as the last
generation has produced. The concert hall of the eighties was poverty-stricken compared with the
great flock of top-flight singers
and violinists and pianists who
bid for our applause today. Tennyson coined the phrase that a decade of modern England is better
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than "a cycle in Cathay." Well, a
year of recitals by the modern artists provides more thrills than our
grandparents knew in a lifetime
of concert going. Neither Jenny
Lind nor Thalberg nor Ole Bull
are today words to conjure with.
And they paid $to a seat to hear
the Swedish Nightingale in 185o.
We turn a knob on the radio and
get Marian Anderson and Heifetz
and Stokowski and the St. Olaf
choir.
Don't talk to me of the good
old days of long ago.

THE UNATTAINED
,6. Of course, there is the unat•
tained. You will make your
definition of the unattained and I
will make mine. For instance,
now, in the matter of highways.
You have seen the Via Appia that
leads into Rome, and the road
that curves around the French
Riviera, and in this country the
Columbia River Highway. I have
seen none of these; but have
you traveled the Going-to-the-Sun
Highway with its sheen of golden
cliffs in Glacier Park? Have you
traveled the Axenstrasse on the
shores of the Lake of the Four
Can tons? Aha, you have missed
those; but you have driven out
from London to Windsor, for
which I most cordially envy you;
but how about the road that runs
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from Chilhowee to Gatlinburg ' in
the Great Smokies-and the desert
highway from Sante Fe to Albuquerque-! see you are silent in
confusion, and well you might be.
There is much of the unattained, I hate to say unattainable,
in the field of art as well as in the
beauties of nature. I might as well
admit that it will take another
twenty years for me to get my fill
of good music. That is figuring
only the masterpieces of the past
as yet unheard by the only ears
that count-my own. r have heard
short bits of Beethoven's Missa
Solemnis over the radio and I believe he's got something there
akin to the Mass in D Minor. I
know that the Bach enthusiasts
will tell me, "What an error of
taste! Wishing to hear the Beethoven Mass when the poor simp
has only heard, by an earlier confession, twenty-seven of the hundreds of cantatas of Bach!" This
begins to look bad.
Let us see what we have in the
way of lakes. As for Lake Tahoe,
I offer you the gem of the Canadian Rockies, Lake Louise. "Pishtush-when Tahoe has walls seven thousand feet high and Lake
Louise a bare four thousand!" I
insist, Lake Louise with its glacier

(any glacier or snow down there
in the California-Nevada corner?), and I offer you the Koenigssee in upper Bavaria, four
miles easy walk through well kept
woods from Berchtesgaden. But
y~ u have seen the Koenigssee-;
how, then, about the dark, silent
Obersee, beyond the King's Lake,
a Jake that compares with your
Emerald Lake of the Canadian
Rockies as the Nibelungenlied
compares with Hiawatha.
Of course, I have read Mark
Twain's description of Tahoe in
Innocents A broad. I suppose
they've got something up there.
And I suppose the Killarney
Lakes are quite as lovely as a returned soldier friend describes
them. And an older friend of
mine, traveling by plane over the
Andes, has looked down upon
Lake Titicaca.
What does it all add up to?
"\'\Tell, it doesn't seem that we have
lived so long; we have a right to
hanker for the childhood days and
become ~entimental over our distant youth; it means that there
are still things unattained. Or
shall we say that life at its longest
is too short to secure the experience of all that God has spread
out and man has achieved?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _.)
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AND MUSIC MA K ERS
Some Treasured Recordings
(CONTINUEDJ
BY WALTER A. HANSEN

h Everybody is talking about
• . atomic energy these days. How
will it affect our lives? Will it
be used primarily for destruction,
or will it be made to serve the
cause of peace, well-being, and
progress? One hears seeming! y
fantastic prophecies regarding the
role which the smashed atom is
destined to play in the world of
tomorrow. We are told that it will
exercise unheard-of influence in
every department of human
thought and action. Some of those
who like to dream dreams and
conjure up visions believe with all
their hearts that even music will
feel its unfathomable power.
It would be easy to write somewhat facetiously about atomic energy as a potent factor in extending the horizon of the tonal art;
but it is far wiser, I believe, to
await whatever developments tomorrow has in store. Just as men
and women may prophesy that

in the none-too-far-away future a
mere thimbleful of atomic power
will propel automobiles, trains,
ships, and airplanes with infinitely greater speed and comfort
and over much greater distances
than is possible at the present
time, so one may predict, I suppose, that one of the blessings accruing to mankind as a result of
the smashing of the atom will be
the ability to construct phonographs no larger than a pack of
cigarettes. Those phonographs,
mind you, would contain no less
than 250 recordings of symphonies, operas, overtures, concertos, chamber music, marches,
waltzes, boogie-woogie, and compositions of other types. By pressing a tiny button and moving an
equally tiny indicator to the proper place one could hear at will
Joseph Haydn's Emperor Quartet,
George Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Blue) Gustav Mahler's Symphony
25
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of a Thousand, Charles Gounod's ful juke box will be as good as
Faust, Jerome Kern's Show Boat, gold for another period of seventyBeethoven's Ninth, or the latest five years. It will outlast the finest
exudations from the tune factories masterpieces of music ever conof Tinpan Alley. What is more, ceived in the human brain.
Yes, it is easy to give free rein
one could push another button,
almost infinitesimally small, and to one's atomically orientated
flash upon a screen lifesize mov- imagination and to dream seeming pictures of the performers. A ingly fantastic dreams; but why
third button would produce his- not come down from the clouds
torical notes and critical com- for a few moments and talk about
ments.
some of the treasures we actually
Phonographs of that kind would have at the present time?
never need repairs. Recordings of
Did I use the word "treasures"?
250 masterpieces, near-masterWell, what are treasures in music?
pieces, abominations, and near- One could, I take it, write from
abominations would require the now until the advent of the atomic
space reserved for seven and a phonograph about the many and
half cigarettes in a pack of twenty. varied convictions as to what realThe rest of the room in the mar- ly are honest-to-goodness "treasvelous little instrument, weighing ures" in the art of tone. Even then
exactly four and two-elevenths the question would not be settled.
ounces, would house the atomic So why try, or even pretend, to
energy, the reproducing mecha- settle it in these infant stages of
nism, the movie-projecting appa- the so-called atomic age?
ratus, and the comments of critics
and musicologists. Nothing would Music by Ravel
1\ Since I myself have a pasever wear out; but, to ensure best
results at all times, the owner fl. sionate fondness for rich orwould be instructed to immerse chestral coloring, I am fascinated
the entire instrument in a bath of no end by much of the music
atomic oil for five seconds every composed by the late Maurice
seventy-five years. Then, kind Ravel. At the present moment I
friends, wipe the surface carefully am thinking of the second suite
with a special cloth made from derived from the French master's
wool taken from the soft under- ballet entitled Daphnis and Chloe
("Daybreak," "Pantomime," and
bellies of atomically bred Angora
goats, powder gently with pollen "General Dance") .
Ravel was not a great melodist.
obtained from atomically cultivated petunias, and your wonder- In fact, it is safe to say that not
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one out of a hundred of those
who listen to tli.e suite to which
I am referring would hum or
whistle snatches of the tunes that
are woven into its rich orchestral
texture. The melodies are by no
means banal; but for most persons
they are not at all easy to remember. What, then, is the magic inherent in the music? It is the indescribably sumptuous orchestral
coloring. I am thrilled whenever
I hear the work. It is said that
Ra,vel-who, by the way, was
a master-precisionist-forgot more
about the art of instrumentation
than most composers ever learn;
but how he could have forgotten
anything at all about orchestration when he indited the music
of the Daphnis and Chloe Suite is
utterly beyond my comprehension.
Think of Ravel's Bolero. Some
will tell you that it has already
lost its once pungent savor; others
will call it a deathless masterpiece.
The Bolero has been maligned to
the lowest depths and praised to
the skies on high. Its melody is
decidedly commonplace; but the
skill unfolded in its orchestral
warp and woof is uncanny. Shall
one say that its utter lack of genuine distinctiveness in the matter
of melody has doomed it to an
early grave, or shall one conclude
that the sorcery contained in the
instrumentation will keep it alive
for a long time to come? Shall one
regard the Bolero as a treasure or
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brush it aside as a dud? Take
your choice, ladies ·and gentlemen. I myself must confess that
I like Ravel's Bolero every bit as
much as I liked it when I heard
it for the first time. Why should
I hesitate to say that I am thrilled
to the marrow by the orchestral
magic which the famous Frenchman was able to dispense with
such remarkable lavishness?
I shall mention two excellent
recordings of the Daphnis and
Chloe Suite. The Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, under Eugene Ormandy, gives a thrilling
performance of the work (Victor
Album 667), and the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Serge
Koussevitzky, presents a reading
which, in my opinion, is even
more thrilling (Victor SP-1).
The Boston "Pops" Orchestra,
under Arthur Fiedler, plays the
Bolero in a lively fashion (Victor
Album 552); but Le Grand Orchestre Symphonique, of Paris,
conducted by Piero Coppola,
maintains a tempo which, according to information I have received
from more than one trustworthy
source, is authentically in agreement with Ravel's own conception
of the intrinsic character of his
orchestral tour de force (Victor
Album 793).
I dare not forego mentioning
Ravel's choreographic poem for
orchestra entitled La Valse. The
late Lawrence Gilman found
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"tragic irony" in this fascinating
composition; others consider it
bitingly satirical. Maybe those
verdicts are right. I myself like
La Valse because of its rich orchestral coloring-coloring which
is emphasized in a stirringly effective manner by the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under
Pierre Monteux (Victor Album
820) . La Valse is scored for strings,
two harps, three flutes (one of
them interchangeable with a piccolo), two oboes, English horn,
two clarinets, bass clarinet, two
bassoons, contrabassoon, four
horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, three kettle drums,
side drum, bass drum, tambourine, cymbals, triangle, castanets,
tam-tam, glockenspiel, and crotales
(small cymbals).

Richard Strauss
h I could say a word or two
,;· about Richard Strauss as a
shrewd and successful man of
business, as a politician, as the
man who accepted the presidency
of the Nazi Reichsmusikkammer
under the regime of Corporal
Hitler, as a writer of many magnificent art songs, as a man who,
in the opinion of many commentators, wore the mantle of Richard Wagner for a time, as a man
who later on had the courage and
the ability to cast off the mantle
of Richard Wagner, and as a man
who used to be a great composer.

Nevertheless, since history will undoubtedly honor Strauss as he deserves to be honored and condemn him as he deserves to be
condemned, I shall speak primarily of some of his works.
Strauss, like Ravel, will be applauded in histories of music as
a past master of the art of instrumentation; but his style of writing
is radically different from Ravel's.
His symphonic poems will live as
mighty masterpieces of sheer orchestral magic. Even those works
of his in this field which, according to the verdict of most specialists, are by no means earth-shaking
in the matter of genuine musical
worth will continue for a long
time to be looked upon as exemplifying phenomenal technical
skill. Strauss himself is well aware
of his almost uncanny ability.
Even today, at the age of eightyone, he could, I suppose, set a bill
of lading to music with breathtaking agility; but the Strauss who
wrote Till Eulenspiegels lustige
Streiche) Don Juan) and Don
Quixote is a man of the past.
Strauss once told the late Stefan
Zweig that he had never been
able to compose "long" melodies.
Was he right? When I listen-as I
do again and again-to his symphonic poems, I am inclined to
answer yes; when I hear some of
his entrancingly beautiful songs,
I am tempted to say no. Maybe I
do not know exactly what Strauss
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meant when he spoke of "long"
melodies. At all events, I am puzzled when I think of what he said
to his friend Zweig. When I examine his symphonic poems, I
agree that Strauss evidently did
not have the ability-or the inspiration-to indite "long" melodies as, for example, the first and
second themes of the first movement of Mozart's Symphony in G
Minor; but when I think of such
songs as "Allerseelen," "Traum
durch die Dammerung," "Zueignung," and "Cacilie," I conclude
that Strauss must have overlooked
those masterpieces when he made
the frank statement about not
being able to get beyond short
themes. Or must I be forced to
take for granted without further
ado that "Traum durch die Dammerung," let us say, and "Allerseelen" are, in the final analysis,
made up of mere melodic fragments-fragments that are put together in an extraordinarily skillful manner but cannot, by any
stretch of the imagination, be
looked upon as "long" melodies?
Since I am utterly unable to arrive at such a conclusion, I must
deduce that Strauss was an un-

usually able creator of "long melodies" when he wrote songs and
portions of his operas and that
almost every vestige of that ability
left him in the lurch when he
sat down to compose his symphonic poems.
At any rate, Strauss told Zweig
that he was unable to get beyond
short themes. You will find that
statement of his in Zweig's autobiography entitled The World of
Yesterday (The Viking Press, New
York. 1943). "But what I can do,"
Strauss continued, "is to utilize
such a theme, paraphrase it and
extract everything that is in it,
and I don't think there's anybody today who can match me at
that." In those words, ladies and
gentlemen, you have Strauss's own
remarkably keen critical evaluation of the dumbfounding technical skill exemplified in his symphonic poems, and, at the same
time, you have a frank and unvarnished pronouncement concerning what Richard Strauss himself thinks of Richard Strauss.
Next month I shall discuss recordings of some of Strauss's
works.
[TO BE CONTINUED]
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RECENT RECORDINGS

ANDRE GRETRY. "Tambourin ," "Menu·
etto," and "Gigue," from Cephale
et Procris. The Chicago Symphony
Orchestra under Desire Defauw.The recording is vivid and brilliant; the music of the famous
French master (1741-1813) is delightful. Victor disc 11-8825. $1.05.

NEGRO SPIRITUAL. "Were You There?"
J. AIRLIE Dix. "The Trumpeter."
Richard Crooks, tenor, with the
Victor Orchestra under Maximilian
Pilzer.-Excellent examples of Mr.
Crooks's fine-spun artistry. Victor
disc 11-8814. $1.05.

FREDERIC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. "Polonaise in A Flat Major, Op. 53· No.
6." Jose Iturbi, pianist.- This exceptionally fine recording has its
merits; but previous recordings by
Josef Lhevinne and Artur Rubinstein give far more p ertinent emphasis to the intrinsic character of
Chopin's fine composition. Victor
disc 11-8848. $1.05.

JoHANNES BRAHMS. "Cradle Song."
MAx REGER. "The Virgin's Slumber Song." Blanche Thebom, mezzosoprano, with the Victor String Orchestra under Macklin Marrow.Miss Thebom's voice is remarkably
rich in texture. Her readings of the
two beautiful art songs are praiseworthy. Victor discs 10-1173· Seventy-nine cents.
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Toil and Tears
RICKSHAW BOY. By Lau Shaw.
Translated from the Chinese by
Evan King. Reynal &: Hitchcock,
New York. 1945. 315 pages. $2.75.
was a sturdy, guileless,
good-hearted, ambitious country
H
youth when he became a rickshaw
APPY BOY

coolie in the great city of Peking.
He was twenty-two years old in the
year in which he bought his own
rickshaw. Happy Boy had been in
the city three years by that time, and
he had saved $100.
One drop of sweat, two drops of sweat;
no one knows how many tens upon
countless thousands of thousands of
drops of sweat it took to earn that
rickshaw. It was reaped from many and
many a time he had gritted his teeth in
the wind and the rain and from his long
self-denial in the food he ate and the
tea he drank. That one rickshaw was the
end result and final reward of all his
struggling and suffering, like the medal
won by the soldier who has survived a
hundred battles.
On the day Happy Boy purchased
his own rickshaw life took on new
meaning for him. With his own rick-

shaw and his own natural strength
he had only to keep his eyes open,
and he would have food to eat. His
hopes ran high, and he dreamed of
the time when he would be able to
buy another rickshaw and then another. "But most bright hopes come
to strange and bitter endings, and
Happy Boy's were no exception to
the rule."
War came to Peking. Marauding
soldiers carried Happy Boy into the
hills. "They robbed him of his
clothes, his shoes, his hat, his rickshaw. They left him with nothing
but black and blue bruises all over
his body and blisters covering the
soles of his feet." The clothes did not
count for much, and the bruises
would heal; but Happy Boy could
not forget his rickshaw. He wept, and
as he wept he felt that he hated not
only the soldiers but the whole world
as well. "Why had he been treated
like this? Why? Why? Why?"
Happy Boy was to ask himself this
question many times in the years
which followed. Before he could buy
another rickshaw, the vicious and depraved Tiger Girl tricked him into
marriage, and "in the dark den of
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his heart his spirit lay sick, gnawing
at the walls of its house." When he
had to sell his second hard-earned
rickshaw to get enough money to·
gether to bury Tiger Girl and her
stillborn child, Happy Boy sat lost in
bitter reflection.
These years since he had come to the
city-this, no more than this was what all
his hard work had brought him to! So
deep was his pain that his sobbing was
soundless. His rickshaw-his rickshawit was his own rice bowl! And he had
bought it, and lost it and bought another, and sold it; three times he had
reached upward and three times he had
been thrown back to the earth.
After a time Happy Boy again became a rickshaw coolie.
When he picked up the rickshaw
shafts, he was still a more expert runner
than most, but no longer would he put
his whole heart into running; a rickshaw
puller who tried to work himself to
death , as he had used to do, would
only end by killing himself without getting any benefit out of it.
Embiittered and disillusioned,
Happy Boy no longer fought against
the evils and vices he saw everywhere. His degradation was swift. He
went from one job to another, working only enough to get money for his
dissipations. He contracted a loathsome disease. He forgot his promise
to Little Lucky One, the pathetic
young girl whose parents had sold
her to an officer for $200.
Only the poisons of opium, wine and
women could put to sleep for even the
passing moment the pain of the long
syph sore that was living; it takes poison
to cure poison. And on the morning of
some day like other days the miasma of
these poisons would at last reach his
heart, and that would be all. Who did

not know that was true? And yet, who
had a better plan?
Happy Boy's health and spirits
reached a dangerously low ebb before
he knew that, even though the road
of a rickshaw man is a dead-end road,
"the heart of man is living and until
it has been laid in the coffin there is
no end to its hopes." Three unrelated
events re-awakened ambition in Happy Boy. He defied Tiger Girl's father,
and in that one moment of defiance
"he spewed out on the person of
Lui all the pain that had weighted
him down." He met again a former
employer who had been kind to him.
Happy Boy's stumbling tongue found
words, and he poured out to Mr.
Ts'ao his bitter tale of woe. When
he had finished, he was at peace with
himself. Last of all, one morning he
saw among a group of condemned
political prisoners the girl student
who had tried to arouse in him a
doubt as to the justice of a social
order which ground into the very
dust of the earth millions of helpless
men, women, and children. Happy
Boy had not understood all the girl
had said. Now he tried to repeat her
words to an old man standing next
to him. The old man listened and
then said softly, "It is for those
thoughts that she has been accused
of all the crimes against her, and is
being shot."
Little Lucky One was desperately
ill when Happy Boy found her in
onf of the infamous "white houses"
which was her prison. He had no
money to buy her release; but suddenly he knew what he must do.
With quick movements he lifted the
frail body, folding the sheet about it,

The Woman's 'Touch
"Without truth to character, no beauty"
Mxss

HEATH

has caught the spirit of the joining of the

land and sea better than almost any woman of her
time. The fine quality of her painting rests in the just
relations of the tones to one another. The peculiar difficulty of landscape and seascape painting lies in dealing
with the fluctuating spirit of nature, since the sunlight
changes and the clouds pass and diss9lve and the light
clears or thickens.
Miss Heath has shown great fidelity to character as her
special strength in her seascapes. In her portraits, however, she is also very faithful to her subject. The portrait
of Kropotkin (now in the Royal Geographical Society)
is a perfect reading of the glowing, idealistic enthusiasm
and kindness of that man of science. Her portrait of
Conrad, done in a single sitting, is one of the most remarkable portraits of the time.
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and, crouching to get through the door,
he sped as fast as he could across the
clearing into the woods. She was alive.
He was alive. They were free.
Rickshaw Boy is a distinguished
novel. It is more than that. It is a
devastating and uncompromising social document. In recent years we
have heard, read, and said many
things about the splendid courage
and the invincible spirit the Chinese
people have shown in their battle
against the Japanese aggressor. But
China has another-a more ancient
and a more deadly-enemy. That
enemy is poverty-the brutal, degrading poverty which for hundreds
of years has held China's millions in
tht> most abject slavery.
Lau Shaw, the brilliant and scholarly author of Rickshaw Boy, knows
this enemy from first-hand experience. He writes of the plight of his
countrymen with passion, authority,
and sincerity. He makes a moving
and eloquent plea for a deeper understanding of the basic weakness in
the social order of ancient China. He
has made Happy Boy a symbol of
men of all races who struggle for
mere survival against overwhelming
odds. Happy Boy is the symbol, too,
of all those who are willing to "serve
in the forces fighting the principle of
evil."
Lau Shaw has had a long and distinguished literary career in China.
Little is known of his early life. He
attended the University of Peking
and studied education at Oxford University. In June 1944 the twentieth
anniversary of his literary life was
celebrated in Chungking. The words
spoken by the author on this occasion
constitute a re-affirmation of the cause
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to which he has dedicated his fine
talent. He said, "I pledge that while
I breathe I won't desert my pen and
the honesty of it."
Rickshaw Boy is the first of Lau
Shaw's novels to be published in the
United States. It was chosen by the
Book-of-the-Month Club as its selection for August. The translation made
by Evan King is excellent.

The Lure of Africa
AGAINST THESE THREE. By Stuart Cloete. Illustrated with maps
and portraits by Roland Cosimini.
Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston.
1945. 472 pages . .$3.50.
readers are today
especially aware of the Dark
M
Continent because of the recent book
ANY CRESSET

We Move into Africa, wherein Dr.
H. Nau relates the founding of the
Lutheran Church in Nigeria a few
years back. On the other hand, to
many of us Africa has been a large,
pear-shaped segment of the globe
which provides background to numerous "bring 'em back alive or
dead" tales of action and adventure
in hunting wild animals. But there is
yet another side to Africa's story with
which Americans are becoming more
familiar through recollection of the
important amphibious landings on
North African soil, namely the strategic geography and economic resources. Against These Three explains this latter topic in terms of
three men who carved South Africa's
destiny.
Mr. Cloete (pronounced Clew-ty)
presents three biographies: of Paul
Kruger, the great, bull-like leader of
the Boers; of Cecil Rhodes, the fa-
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mous, eagle-like, English empire
builder after whom Rhodesia is
named; and of Lobengula, the foxlike native, last of the earth-shaking
Kaffir kings of the Matabele. This
trio lived contemporaneously in the
nineteenth century, and each leader
hoped to occupy the same land. What
they did and how they did it are the
contents of this book with the strange
title which means simply (according
to the dust jacket) that Time is
against these three.
This venture into biography reads
like fiction, a technique which the
author uses commendably in his novels of South Africa: Watch for the
Dawn (the Slagtersnek Rebellion of
1815) , The Turning Wheels (the
Great Trek in 1837), The Hill of
Doves (the War of Independence,
188o), and-in preparation-The
Neck of the Tortoise (the Jameson
Raid in 1896) . But the purpose of
none of these stories based on history
is as factual as is Against These
Three.
The year was 1870. The stage in South
Africa was now fully set. The protagonists had all arrived upon the stage; and
action, which is effect, was to follow
cause. . . . Gold and diamonds were
the catalytics flung by their unwitting
discoverers into the cauldron of Africa.
What this theatre metaphor means
in particular is briefly this:
A new world was coming into being,
an old world dying. The death pangs of
one world were to become the birth
pangs of another. ... Rhodes, with his
idea of money, of railroads and factories
as weapons, had come upon the African
scene. Kruger, still in his prime, represented the old world in which a way of
life, rather than the possession of things,

was considered happiness. And Loben ·
gula, the young warrior who ruled a
kingdom that had only recently passed
from the age of stone into that of iron,
was king of a race whose God was war.
Dramatic conflict between the two
white nations, Briton and Boer, and
the black nation, the Zulu, was inevitable.
Stuart Cloete, whose ancestors set·
tied in South Africa and from whom
he inherited naturally this deep interest in men and events there, knows
his subject well. He unfolds the single story from three points of view
with a realism that comes from sure
knowledge, vouched for in the impressive list of authorities and sources.
As Hamlin Garland once affirmed, life
is the model, truth is the master, and
the heart of man the motive power
for successfully convincing biography.
But Mr. Cloete's syntax and style are
complex, a factor which hinders enjoyment. In particular the fondness
for native terms and names often
seems carried farther than necessary.
Despite this handicap, Against These
Three has a vital modern message, at
once an example and a warning to
heroes, despots, and exploiters or
cultivators of latent natural resources.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Vivid Reporting
THIS IS WHERE I CAME IN. By
Robert J. Casey. The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Indianapolis and New
York. 1945. 307 pages. $3.00.
MERICAN war correspondents have

been plentiful, brave, and reA
sourceful since the dogs of bloody
conflict were unleashed in the fall
of 1939. They have done many a
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fine service to their country and to
the allies of their country. The rigid
censorship, which must, of n ecessity,
hold the reins exceedingly taut in
wartime, has often caused correspondents to stamp their feet in disappointment and to gnash their teeth
in flashing anger; but, in spite of all
the checks and balances imposed by
the exigencies of warfare, the men of
the press have succeeded in doing an
admirable job. Some of them have
lost their lives, some have been
wounded, some have endured serious
sickness and other harrowing experiences, and some have come through
it all unscathed.
It is fascinating to compare the reports of Robert J. Casey, who has
survived the horrors and the drudgery
of World War I and World War II,
with those of Ernie Pyle, who was
killed by the Japanese a few months
ago. Perhaps Casey's books and dispatches will not live as long in the
literature of our wars as Pyle's; but
they are worth reading and re-reading. The reports of both men have
simplicity, directness, homespun vividness, and that invaluable element
which is best described by calling it
a distinctively human touch. Casey's
writing exemplified those qualities to
a greater extent after World War I,
when he gave us The Cannoneers
Have Hairy Ears, than at the present
time; yet such books as Torpedo
]unction and This Is Where I Came
In reveal far more skill than one
finds in the volumes and articles of
most war correspondents. The latter
work, which is made up of dispatches cabled to his newspaper, is
chockful of life and action. It is
couched in the type of language
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which the American public loves and
literally laps up.
In May 1940 Casey had "stood on
the hill outside Longwy and watd1ed
the terrible armor of Germany roll
into France" ; in September 1944 he
"stood on the hill outside Longwy
and watched broken columns of German tanks and infantry winding into
the mists and out of France." The intervening days, weeks, months, and
years were packed with the boredom,
the excitement, the horror, and the
glory of our successful efforts to
beat the Axis powers into surrender.
This Is Where I Came In deals with
much of what Casey saw, heard, and
felt while he was attached to the
Mediterranean Fleet, while he spent
many tense days in England before
D Day finally dawned, while he saw
the tremendous success of D Day itself, and while he watched the fighting men as they battled their way
through the bloody hedgerows of
Normandy and through many other
spots of danger and victory before
they cracked the great Siegfried Line.
When Casey returned to the hill outside Longwy, from which he had seen
the seemingly invincible might of the
Germans press on into France in
1940, he said, "I think I'll go home.
This is where I came in."

His Fame Abides
FELIX MENDELSSOHN: Letters.
Edited by G. Selden-Goth. Pantheon Books, Inc., New York. 1945.
373 pages. Illustrated. $4.50.

lJ"F Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy

1l (1809-1847) could be brought back
to life to view the musical scene as
it looks today and to learn. how his
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own works have fared during the past
ninety-eight years, he would, in all
probability, be quick to see that the
world of music, with the exception of
that portion whid1 was temporarily
in the clutches of the Nazis, has given
him great honor. The suppression of
his compositions in the domain of
Hitler's Third Reich would cause
him grief but no worry; for his keen
intellect and his sense of fairness
would enable him to realize at once
that much of his music has won for
itself so firm a place in the hearts
of the people of Germany that it will
gain in popularity, rather than suffer,
from the interdict which was issued
and upheld by the Jew-baiting Nazis.
Mendelssohn would undoubtedly be
heartily in accord with the verdict of
those scholars who, for many years,
have been declaring that his fame as
a composer will rest largely on the
incidental music for Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream, the Italian Symphony, the Scotch Symphony,
the Violin Concerto, the Hebrides
Overture, and a few other works from
his extraordinarily facile pen. He
would not crave undeserved glory;
for he would acknowledge that the
world of music, which has continually singled out his deft and finegrained craftsmanship for unqualified
admiration and high praise, was not
motivated by spleen or unfairness
when, long ago, it handed down the
verdict that Mendelssohn cannot be
ranked among the greatest of the
great. Mendelssohn would not be
grieved, surprised, or offended by
that judgment. His inborn gentility
would come to the fore as it invariably did when he walked the earth
of Europe in the flesh, and his sharp-

u ess of mind would cause him to understand immediately that the critical
opinwn of the world of music at
large cannot fall far short of objective truth when it has been given almost a hundred years for crystallization.
G. Seldon-Goth's valuable collection of many of Mendelssohn's letters does no t pretend to be comprehensive; but the editor has shown
praiseworthy judgment and admirable skill in the presentation and
arrangement of the material. There
are " Letters of the Boy," '·Letters of
the Youth," and "Letters of the Man.''
Every one of them reflects the gentlemanliness and the unusual mental
alertness of the extraordinarily gifted
man whose family forswore Judaism
for Christianity largely because, as
Heinrich Heine once admitted, Christianity was "the ticket of admission
to European culture" and who, during the thirty-eight years of his life,
enjoyed genuine renown and almost
every good and precious gift obtainable as a result of wealth and high
social standing. In addition, the book
contains reproductions of numerous
examples of Mendelssohn's fine skill
in drawing and painting.
critiC cal opinion,andas fair-minded
it plows its acres
OMPETENT

and sows its seed these days, will not
always agree with Mendelssohn's judgments concerning the works of other
composers; but it will honor him for
his espousal of the monumental
achievements of such giants as Johann
Sebastian Bach and Ludwig van Beethoven, and it will concede that, in
all likelihood, Mendelssohn himself
would not cling stubbornly to every
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As in the office of a Viennese psysharp denunciation and every effusive panegyric that came from his chiatrist, Bibiana Santis appears bepen if he could be raised up from the fore the reader's stand-in, Shilling,
. dead to become acquainted with the a middle-aged British novelist, and
verdicts of time. It will affirm, cor- challenges analysis. Appears, that is,
rectly and properly, that Mendels- and then immediately dies. She cansohn was by no means a bold path- not be questioned; the true reading
finder in the vast domain of music;
of her life must be made solely by
but it will continue to revere him as means of external clues. These the
novelist Shilling searches for feverone who has given, and will continue
to give, great and endless pleasure to
ishly. She had been a stranger and
millions upon millions of music- rather unattractive to him when she
hungry men, women, and children.
went to dinner with him the last eveThe editor of the letters points out
ning of her life, but the personality
that there is a "regrettable gap" in she revealed in her impassioned disMendelssohn's correspondence-a gap cussion had finished by making him
which may never be filled. He says:
devoted to her as a woman. In the
manner of a detective story he gathMiss Eleanore Mendelssohn, one of
ers data about her until he can rethe last descendants of the family's ancestor, Moses Mendelssohn, who is now a
construct the outline of her history
resident of New York, tells us that a
from the time when, in Italy in her
whole archive, containing intimate cormiddle teens, she had been the heart
respondence, documents and records of
of a plot to bomb Mussolini, to her
the family, was donated a long time
final state as a refugee from Nazi
ago by Geheimrat Ernst von MendelsGermany. Then, as in Proust's A la
sohn, a nephew of Felix, to the Berliner
Staatsbibliothek. Only at the end of the • Recherche du Temps Perdu, Shilling
tries to fill in the outline by reading
war will it be known whether the Mencertain psychological signs: Was this
delssohn inheritance has been tucked
impetuous girl primarily innocent or
away in some basement, or has shared
the fate of other spiritual products of guileful? lewd or warm-hearted? triviJewish origin-destruction.
al or devoted? Like Proust's hero in
analyzing Albertine, he sees that the
Wild Story
signs could point either way. The
technique of the Italian playwright
THE INQUEST. By Robert Neumann. E. P. Dutton and Co., New Pirandello is also suggested: Perhaps
all the possible interpretations,
York. 1945. 225 pages. $2.50.
though seemingly contradictory, may
HE technique of this novel is new
combine to make a multiple truth.
to English literature, though it
The story itself, however, is hardconsists of a combination of methods
ly worthy of Neumann's elaborate
known on the Continent, together
technique. As an expose of the horwith certain procedures from the de- rors of fascism, it includes a lengthy
tective story. The author is a Vienindictment of the inconsiderate treatnese now living in England and writment that many of the refugees received in England. But this indicting in English.
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ment is made in terms of a consistently low level of satire, which could be
applied by a malicious critic to any
charitable agency in the world; but
he refrains from turning this device
against the refugees he depicts, several of whom set their eyes all too
frequently on the main chance.
The psychological analysis, then,
is in many passages much more
searching than is usual in English
novels, but in many other passages
it remains facile and misleadingly
simple.

Forgotten Men
MESA VERDE: a verse play. By
Christopher La Farge. New Directions, New York. 1945. I I I pages.
$2.50.
N

his Foreword the author ex-

plains: "Because no one knows
Isurely
what became of the many In-

dians who suddenly left their high
caves, their beautiful utensils, their
clothes, their food, and their dead,
in the cliffs of Mesa Verde, Colorado,
at the close of the 13th Century, I
have chosen to write of them as
though they were a composite of
those Indians who still exist and of
whom we have knowledge. Those
who have studied Indians of the
Southwest, will see that I have drawn
from the splendid Navajo Origin
Legend, and have colored that material with what I could borrow from
the myths of the Zufiis and the
Hopis." In his play La Farge has included a number of rituals from
these tribes, including prayers for
rain and prayers for the dead. For
the names of his characters he has
furni shed translations of their mean-

ings and a pronunciation guide. "To
speak these lovely and exciting
sounds, " he declares, "is not difficult;
say them softly yet boldly, and they
will yield music."
The plot of the play is the putative story of why the tribe left their
cliff homes so abruptly. La Farge attempts to show how the dry climate
without and quarrels within may
have left them starving and vulnerable to attackers. The tribe is divided into Progressives and Conservatives. While the latter, led by the
priest and governor, attempt to terminate the drought by building a
tower to the Sun-God, a small band
of young men work to dam the river
bed to preserve what rain occasionally falls, an enterprise that seems impious to some of the elders. Neither
a ttempt gets a fair tryout, for neither
can be completed in time without the
help of all hands. At one point there
is a futile movement toward setting
out to fight some enemy as a means
of achieving unity. It is difficult to
avoid reading here a transparent
"fable for our time."
Between Uteni, leader of the
young Progressives, and Asth6n Hatilie (Singing Woman) , who, being
of the same clan, may not marry, there
are some excellent love scenes. The
stylized speech of the idealistic couple harmonizes with the stylized traditional prayers which they frequently recite. The speeches of the girl's
wise mother and of the fine, if misguided, old priest also seem appropriate. But the limits of this stylization are seen when petty or comic
characters appear; then it becomes
clear that the play is more a pageant than a drama. And on this level
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of pageantry the prologue and epilogue make an effective frame; here
two Brother Gods, the Slayer-of-Enemy-Gods and the Child-of-the-Waters, appear in a storm cloud, wielding the lightning and declaring the
holy condition that man should strive
for:
The people march again, together, to
a new life,
In unity and in beauty.
In beauty it is finished.

Students of the Earth
THE GREAT GEOLOGISTS. By
Carol Lane Fenton and Mildred
Adams Fenton. Doubleday, Doran
and Co., Inc., Garden City, New
York. 1945. 301 pages. $3.50.
HIS

is not a complete history of

geology but is rather the biograT
phy of the men, from Aristotle
to

Chamberlin, who have changed ageold concepts, added entirely new
ones, or solved puzzling problems,
and thus profoundly influenced the
study of earth science.
The contributions of each of the
leaders are discussed, yet the thoughtful reader will frequently feel that
the authors have either omitted
much of the reasoning which led
to the development of many of the
concepts held by geologists today,
or that some of these ideas are supported by rather weak evidence. It
is likewise apparent that subjective
reasoning rather than direct evidence is responsible for many of the
conclusions that have been reached.
The less discerning reader may, nevertheless, fail to note the basic preconceptions on which the solution of
many of the problems was based and
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thus be led to accept theory as established fact.
Although the authors have attempted to give the book popular appeal
and therefore avoided the use of
technical terms as far as possible, it
is doubtful whether this book will
be understood by the average reader
because it is assumed that the reader
has at least a superficial acquaintance
with the principal ideas and terms
used in geology.
Skillful treatment . by the authors
makes each of the great geologists a
living individual with his own distinctive personality and differing
from every other in wealth, background and temperament.
It is apparent, however, that all
of them displayed an intense interest
in their work and possessed tremendous energy and an unusual capacity
for work. They were men who did
not permit handicaps to call a halt
to explorations, field studies, research, and writing.
The lives of these men, as portrayed here, should prove an inspi·
ration to those who are aspiring, as
well as to those who have grown
tired in their profession.
E. J. BuLS

More on the Veteran
GOODBY TO G.l. How to Be a
Successful Civilian. By Maxwell
Droke. Abingdon-Cokesbury, New
York. 1945. 124 pages. $1.00.
veteran of World
War I, merchandising counsellor, and "head of a large publishing
house distributing material for public speakers," has written this "pot
boiler" for returning servicemen.

MAXWELL DROKE,
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The only distinguishing mark which
separates this book from the many
veteran-counselling books and articles is its religious emphasis. However, the religious tinge with which
Mr. Droke colors his work is not a
positive presentation of Christianity.
Goodby to G.l., like so much of
the unsolicited advice given the veteran today, lacks a sense of reality;
this and kindred books spend too
much time elucidating the obvious.
The average veteran doesn't need to
be told that the First M. E . Church
is still standing on the corner of 1oth
and Main, that the girl friend is as
sweet as she ever was, that the family
is a great institution.
Every day on the campus of one
of our large universities your reviewer sees scores of young men who have
returned from the wars. Some are
maimed. Many have undergone soul·
searing experiences. They all appear
to be making the transfer from soldier to civilian life without great
difficulty. A zest for living and a faith
in the future are of greater benefit in
effecting that transfer than the counsel of Goodby to G.l. and similar
works.

Still a Great Play
A STAGE VERSION OF SHELLEY'S CENCI. By Arthur C. Hicks
and R. Milton Clarke. The Caxton
Printers, Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho.
1945. 156 pages. $3.50.
T

a time when men are still

slaves, either of the oppression,
A
cruelty, or injustice of others representing evil forces stronger than
themselves, or of their own selfishness, bigotry, or arrogance, it should

be a profitable experience (if one
believes in the salutary results of the
Aristotelian catharsis effected through
pity and fear) to see on the stage the
tragic figures of the Cenci family as
Shelley portrayed them in his poetic
drama The Cenci. The stage version
of the play recently edited by Arthur
Hicks and R. Milton Clarke is therefore a timely publication which not
only reawakens interest in a great
play too long forgotten, but also emphasizes the feasibility of producing a
play which has been generally considered unsuited to the stage.
The legend of Beatrice Cenci is
so well known that it need hardly
be reviewed here. Her father, a monster of vice and cruelty, was determined to break his daughter's spirit
by imprisonment, torture, and incest.
Finding no redress in human justice,
she wrought his death. For this she
died, together with her mother-inlaw and brother, who aided her in
executing the murder.
Nor is there need to argue the
greatness of the play. Paradoxically
it may be said that the very factor
which condemned the play as a stage
piece-the dangerous theme of incest
-is contributory to its greatness, for
Beatrice in her struggle against evil
in its ugliest form represents a heroism that transcends physical torture,
fear, and injustice to identify itself
with the good, thus symbolizing the
triumph of the spiritual over the
physical. Here again is the epic conflict found in the world's great literature. And here once more Shelley,
near the end of his life, cries out
against tyranny and oppression, this
time crystallized in the inhuman
Cenci, in blank verse "not colored
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by my feelings, nor obscured by my
metaphysics" (as he wrote Leigh
Hunt), whose poignancy and majesty
are at times reminiscent of Marlowe
and Shakespeare.
their edition of The Cenci, the
editors have simplified the technical difficulties attending the stage production of the play. This simplification-through the use of curtains,
lighting, architectural pieces, and
symbolic props-emphasizes the true
significance of the theme-the conflict
between good and evil-rather than
the physical horror of the subject
matter which a realistic set would
only have intensified. The theatre
should concern itself not so much
with creating an illusion of life as
with affecting its audience significantly. Reality is not always significant.
Certainly the poetic and austere atmosphere of symbolism is better suited to the beauty of the verse and its
emotional meaning than would be
the garish environment of naturalism. Unfortunately symbolism is often cloudy, suggesting images inappropriate and irrelevant. For instance, the editors use the cross (and
moreover an illuminated one) in
scene 2 of act III and again in scene
1 of act V to indicate a hall in the
Vatican and a room in Orsino's palace. Roughly speaking, the cross may
suggest the Church, but in these two
comparatively unimportant scenes
the Church is not even a relevant
factor. Moreover, the cross, symbolizing suffering and sacrifice, is meaningless in these two scenes, the es. sence of which has nothing to do
with either idea.
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The chapters preceding the text of
the play in the new edition are helpful to the director and illuminating
to the reader. They include a scholarly review of earlier productions
with the critical commentaries of re·
viewers on acting, scenic background,
and costumes; character portraits of
Beatrice and Count Cenci and of
even the lesser cl1aracters drawn from
the descriptions of interpretations of
former actors; and a brilliant analysis
of strt~cture of the action. Nothing
was sa1d, however, to defend or criticise the blurred portrait of Orsino.
A crafty, Machiavellian conception
through the first four acts whose cold,
calculating wickedness contrasts with
the maniacal fiendishness of Cenci
the character of Orsino breaks dow~
in act V with an unconvincing infirmity. While the editors rightfully
j';lstify the fifth act, they dull the sigmficance of the struggle between right
and wrong by inferring that Beatrice's denial of complicity in the
murder might raise "ethical questions." Beatrice never once wavered
in her belief that their act was "the
angel of His wrath" Whose hand "at
length did rescue her." An act of God
was not a murder and therefore she
was not a parricide, she reasoned.
Though convicted of murder in the
narrow-sighted courts of law, she
would die innocent. In quiet, resigned words, as though speaking to a
child, who, after all the explaining,
could not understand the inner truth,
she said, "Well, 'tis very well," and
passed into the hands of the executioner. Again in literature a life is
won by losing it.
VERA T. HAHN
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For Younger Readers
ADVENTURE ISLANDS. By Sarah
Foss Wolverton. Illustrated by
Helen Hughes Wilson. The Caxton Printers, Caldwell, Idaho.
1945. 320 pages. $3.00.
ALES that hold children from play
from the chimney
corner include good juvenile stories
like this one. More than entertainment is between the covers of Adventure Islands. This is a satisfying bedtime story for boys and girls because
it does assist parents as well as children in learning about the Virgin
Islands. Descriptive details of nature
in this beautiful setting form an attractive framework for the Brent
family while on a vacation and a
search for a missing heir.
Kathleen and Bobby Brent, in
their early teens, are youngsters full
of imagination. They enjoy fishing
and bathing off the island of St.
Thomas while their father is building up his health there. The new
fri ends they lind, especially the Aldrich twins, stir them to exploration
of this once-favorite haunt of seventeenth century buccaneers including
Blackbeard. Varied and interesting
are their experiences. Thanks to the
N egro laundress named Old Vega,
native superstition plays an important part (through the good-luck
obeah bottle) in the eventual finding
of Mrs. Brent's missing brother, Willard Hunt, and the fortunate discovery of the valuable stock certificate that will now enrich the family.
Adventures also in good eating and
happy living spice this exciting narrative. Both author and illustrator

T and old men

are to be congratulated most, however, for presenting effectively, artistically for adolescents, the picturesque West Indies atmosphere.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

Swedish Hero
A DVENTURES AND ESCAPES OF
GUSTAVUS VASA. By Hendrik
Willem VanLoon. Dodd, Mead &
Company, New York. 1945. 136
pages. $2.50.
DVENTURES AND ESCAPES
GUSTAA
VUS VASA gives a historical and .
geographical background of the ScanOF

dinavian countries. The author WTites
at length on how Christianity was developed there and describes the temperament of the Swedish nobility and
peasantry. He gives the reader an excellent picture of that faction which
desired a closer union with Denmark
and that which wanted freedom from
the Danish rule.
The story is centered around Gustavus Vasa, son of a family prominent in Sweden's fight for freedom.
The lives of this family were forfeited in the Stockholm massacre of
1520. At the time of this massacre,
given by the order of King Christian,
Gustavus Vasa was safe in Kalmar, to
which town he had fled after escaping from a Danish prison. Gustavus,
with many other sons of prominent
Swedish families, had been held by
the Danes as hostages.
When news of the Stockholm massacre reached Kalmar, Gustavus Vasa
vowed to devote his life to freeing his
country from foreign rule. Disguised
as a peasant, he traveiled north, with
Dalarne as his ultimate destination.
This journey was fuii of adventure.
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King Christian had offered a large reward for the last remaining Vasa and
many times Gustavus barely escaped
capture by the Danish guards.
The people of Dalarne were liberty-loving. Gustavus, however, met
with much discouragement and it began to look as though he would be
defeated, when suddenly the Dalecarlians decided to revolt and asked
Gustavus to be their leader.
The nobles who had escaped the
Stockholm purge forgot their petty
personal ambitions and joined the
peasants. For the first time in Swedish history the nation was united. In
1523, three years after the Stockholm
massacre, Gustavus Vasa was unanimously elected King of Sweden, living for thirty-seven years after this
triumph. He knew he had accomplished his aim and that Sweden
would never again bow to a foreign
master.
CARRIE DREW

Cluttered Pages
THAT GIRL FROM MEMPHIS.
By Wilbur Daniel Steele. Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York. 1945.
470 pages. $3.00.
s long ago as 1924 Percy Boynton
in Some Contemporary
(University of Chicago
Press) of Wilbur Daniel Steele: "He
is selected for honors by every compiler [of the short story] and very
properly. He has a technique and a
feeling for his characters which make
them behave credibly, and he lures
his readers successfully away from the
world of circumstance." Since then
Mr. Steele has come to be regarded
as one of the greatest living Ameri-
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can masters of the short story. He has
won the annual 0. Henry Memorial
Award four times-as well as many
other coveted literary prizes. The
eminent author's published plays and
novels have been less successful. It
seems unlikely that his most recent
book will substantially enhance his
position as a novelist. It seems entirely likely, however, that his new
novel will evoke heated discussion.
Is this merely a cheap and vulgar tale
of prostitution and violence? Or is it
a carefully planned social document?
That Girl from Memphis reminds
this reviewer of the Fair or the Emporium of a bygone day. The merchandise in these stores ranged from
toothpicks to eyeglasses, from a spool
of thread to bolts of silks, satins, and
calicoes, from saucepans to crockery,
farm implements, millinery, jewelry,
and what have you. Every inch of
shelf and floor space was heaped and
cluttered without regard for beauty
and symmetry. In like manner, Mr.
Steele displays his literary wares in
That Girl From Memphis. The pages
are crowded with incidents which
range from the sublime to the ridiculous and with characters who embody
all the vices and all the virtues commonly attributed to mortal man. If
the adult reader has the patience to
plow through Mr. Steele's overlong,
vulgar, and oftentimes tedious tale,
he will uncover many nuggets of
truth and beauty-as well as a generous portion of genuine Americana.
There is clever satire, too, and pathos
and tragedy. Nevertheless, it is true
that Mr. Steele never takes us very
far away from the brothel, and it
must be emphasized that That Girl
From Memphis should not find its
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way into the hands of youthful readers.

Story of Steel
PRINCIPIO TO WHEELING. Earl
Chapin May. Harper and Bros.,
New York. 1945. 325 pages $3.00.
is a fascination in watching
We have had the embryology of electricity, the story of
the development of the wireless, the
saga of the airplane. Principia to
Wheeling is another picture of
growth-a pageant of iron and steel
from 1715 to 1945. Two centuries of
pioneering in metallurgy and industrial expansion are presented. The
records, from a minute colonial beginning on a tributary of the Chesapeake to the modern sheet steel mills
of Wheeling, West Virginia, presents
a long tale of struggle.
The outstanding contribution of
this recent non-fiction is its accurate
historical record. The amount of research that must have taken place to
produce the records, the original letters and documents, some of which
are reprinted in the book, is phenomenal.
Mr. May has given us not only the
lineage of the iron families, but the
price of nails for the last two hundreds years, the dimensions of the
first blast furnace, the story of the
connection of the Washington family
with the embryonic iron industry, the
role played by iron and steel in all
of the wars in U. S. history, and the
account of the beginnings of labor
unions. All of the details, the copies
of old ledger book pages, represent
an enormous amount of study and
planning.
H ERE

T growth.

. Though PTincipio to Wheeling is
not an attempt to present a geographic study, the relationship between the location of the early furnaces on river banks to facilitate
transportation, near the fields of ore,
c:oal, and limestone (although oyster
shells supplied the first lime used),
and the energy of a pioneering people who settled finally on the banks
of the Ohio along the great east-west
Cumberland trail in the final success
of the 1ron venture, is obvious and
well presented throughout the book.
lnlerpolated with accurate details
of the early development of steel, Mr.
May gives his characteristic interpretation of the thoughts and words
of the p ioneers. Though without historic value, they do lend charm and
a sense of intimacy.
For students of history, people interested in business and finance, steel
men of today, Principia to Wheeling
is a fascinating text, an invaluable
reference book.
LILLIAN L. PETERS

Hooton Again
YOUNG MAN, YOU ARE NORMAL. By Earnest Hooton. G. P.
Putnam's Sons, New York. 1945.
$2.50·
anomalies of
O ourof agethe isapparent
the felt necessity of
NE

popularizing scientific studies at a
time when the theory of universal
education is becoming ever more a
reality. Perhaps this is due to the
fact that the process of specialization
is constantly widening the gulf between the scientist and the informed
layman. Be that as it may, this little
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volume represents another auempt to
bridge this gulf.
Some years ago Dr. Arlie V. Bock,
now Professor of Hygiene at Harvard
University, came to the conclusion
that altogether too little was known
about the whole man. In his own
words, "The problem facing us is the
elaboration of a science of man developed as our predecessors evolved
the science of physiology from anatomy, chemistry, and physics." This task
Dr. Bock undertook, with the aid of
the Grant Foundation. Over a period
of six years, a group of 268 Harvard
sophomores were examined, interviewed and tested by physicians, anthropologists, psychiatrists, psychologists, physiologists and sociologists.
This group consisted of men who
were not the "Dean's list" for unsatisfactory scholastic performance and
who were also certified by the Department of Hygiene as not having
serious physical disabilities. These
men were assumed to satisfy the
Grant Study definition of normal:
"The balanced, harmonious blending
of functions that produce good integration."
Having arrived at a considerable
number of findings, the staff of the
Grant Study enlisted the services of
the author, the well-known "anthropological Cassandra" of H arvard (See
CRESSET, June 1945) and author of
Up From the Apes, Apes, Men
and Morons and Why Men Behave Like Apes and Vice Versa, to
garnish the dry bones for the general
reader. The selection of Professor
Hoqton for this job is understandable when we consider what Walter
Stockley once said, "He makes more
noise in public and gets more news-
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paper ~p a ce than any other anthropologist in the world." And yet, in
this volume Professor Hooton has
demonstrated remarkable self-restraint and has confined himself
largely to reporting the findings of
the study.
"lf""HlJS, Part I contains a resume of
ll the results in terms of physique,
health, social and economic backgrounds, intelligence, personality,
tastes and activities, worries and
problems, and religious beliefs and
attitudes. In Part II the author sets
down the correlations found among
these various characteristics. This
section obviously contains the meat
of the study, the other matter being
merely preliminary. As might be expected, some rather definite patterns
were discovered in the study. In order to check results, the staff followed
up the men in their careers. This
phase is discussed in Part III. At this
point Hooton forsakes his role of reporter and becomes critic. At this
point too, he occasionally reverts to
type, as for example, "It has taken
man at least several million years to
evolve from super-ape into the complicated human animal that we now
study in his entirety."
Nevertheless one cannot but help
agreeing with the author that the
study marks an important first step
in discovering more about that most
complex of organisms, the human being. No attempt was made by the staff
to posit any theory as to causes for
certain combinations of characteristics. Mr. Hooton, true to his profession, emphasizes the importance of
heredity but admits that we haven't
even cut the first thread of this Gor-
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dian knot. Although the author seems
to go out of his way to show that the
group selected for study could be
considered as typical of American
youth, his arguments seem unconvincing. Even so, this statistical study
has pointed the way for a series of
similar undertakings involving many
other segments of society.
M. J. Jox

The Road Back
THE WAYFARERS. By Dan Wickenden. William Morrow & Co.,
New York. 1945. 371 pages. $2.75.
a mild October Sunday, Norris Bryant sat down to rest near
O
his wife's grave. He had not intended
N

to come to the cemetery. Indeed, he
had not been here since that clear
summer morning ten years ago when
Laura's body had been sealed away
from him forever. For a few minutes
Norris sat at peace. Then something
strange happened. The golden afternoon was gone, and the events of the
past ten years came crowding in on
him: the four horrible years of excessive drinking, the slow, agonized
struggle to break the habit, and the
exhaustion which came with the victorious end of the battle. In his
weariness Norris had thought himself
safe. "He had held off grief so long
that grief could never touch him
again. And yet, as he sat on the
cemetery bench, he saw with great
clarity that his grief had always been
with him. For ten years he had been
locked up with his own pain, lost in
self-pity. In a way this was the most
terrible moment of his life." He knew
now that he had failed Laura. He

had failed his children. He had
thrown away ten years of his life.
Was there still time to make amends?
The Wayfarers relates the story of
Norris Bryant's valiant struggle to
re-establish a bond of understanding
with his estranged children. It is a
simple, unpretentious tale of the life
of a middle-class American family.
The bitter era of the depression and
the confused years in which the
world marked time before it marched
into World War II are portrayed
with telling realism.
Thirty-two-year-old Dan Wickenden is an expert reporter and an able
craftsman. The Wayfarers, his third
novel, is a mature and discerning
work. It will unquestionably strengthen the favorable impression created
by The Running of the Deer, published in 1937, and Walk Like a Mortal, which appeared in 1940.

New Light on Drama
THE USE OF DRAMA. By Harley
Granville-Barker. Princeton University Press, Princeton. 1945. 91
pages. $1.50.
HE

substance of this short but pro-

T vocative book-number five in the

Princeton Books in the Humanitieswas first presented in the form of
Spencer Trask Lectures at Princeton
University in 1944. The author is a
prominent figure in the English theater, where he has been variously act·
or and producer (for the Stage Society in London) , playwright (The
Voysey Inheritance; The Madras
House, etc.) and critic, with success.
In particular Mr. Granville-Barker is
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one of the stimulating modern Shakespeare critics, whose Prefaces to Shakespeare are scheduled for a revised
edition shortly. He has now returned
to Paris to continue his work as Director of the British Institute of the
University of Paris.
Technical and theoretical points of
view are well harmonized in The
Use of the Drama. Chapter 1 considers the fortunes of several of the arts
in England: music, painting, literature, and drama. Of all the arts,
drama has the first educational claim
and the one most easily fulfilled because drama is Everyman's art, a direct and living reflection of life itself,
to which few of us can be insusceptible. The second chapter treats of
the use which can be made of drama
in general education and examines
suitable means of studying it in colleges. The likeliest sort of play for
such attention will be the metaphysically turned drama, and the process
of study may be described as "an attempted resolving of the play into its
constituents, a painstaking reversal
of the process by which the dramatist
has put it together and given it life."
Both sound and sense must be considered in its value to us as art.
The final chapter analyzes drama
as we find it in the theater, where
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it should be at its completest and
best. The close interdependence of
the play, the actors, and the audience is the pervading difficulty in the
theater, where the combination of •
stability and vitality must be achieved.
The example of Shakespeare's plays
is cited; not that he was a faultless
artist, nor a great philosopher, nor a
moral teacher-but that he was a most
remarkable observer and poet, able
to see beneath the surface. Theatrical
cheapening of drama causes the lecturer-author to plead: "Let us have
done with the theater as we now know
it and set to work accumulating libraries of records of the drama," that
is, libraries of truly good recordings.
You can read The Use of the Drama
in less than two hours, but to do so
would be an injustice to the challenging topic. Its author's vivid vocabulary and conversational method enliven what might have been a dull
essay. Excellent transitions knit the
sub-topics effectively, and a sense of
kindly humor is temperately evident.
"Fit audience find, though few," was
Milton's comment on being accused
of a too intellectual approach! Granville-Barker is no Milton, but his new
book will satisfy more than a few who
are interested in the humanities.
HERBERT H. UMBACH
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ENRICO CARUSO,

HIS LIFE AND DEATH
By Dorothy Caruso. Simon and
Schuster, New York. 1945. 303
pages. $2.75.
o those of us for whom Caruso
is merely a fabulous and far removed legend, this charming book by
his widow will prove to be most interesting. It is not to be understood,
however, that it will be worth while
reading only for those who never
heard Caruso, for his contemporaries
too will be moved by the warmth, devotion, and even pathos of Dorothy
Caruso's treatment of what for her
must have been a very dear subject.
Mrs. Caruso explodes some of the
apocryphal anecdotes and legends
that somehow or other always seem
to crop up after the death of all great
men. One of these mistaken notions
that she dispels is that, contrary to
the opinion of very many people,
Caruso was extremely nervous before
any performance and he had no pa·
tience with those artists who boasted
that they were not. Of particular
charm and human interest are Caruso's letters to his wife, which she
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quotes unedited-with all their quaint
unanglican expressions, humor, and
sincere enthusiasm.

THE FATES ARE LAUGIDNG
By W. P. Crozier. Harcourt, Brace
& Co., New York. I945· 377 pages.
$3.00.
distinguished novel from the
T
pen of the late W. P. Crozier
takes us back to the days of the CaeHIS

sars. Roman life under Tiberius,
Caligula, and Claudius comes under
Mr. Crozier's penetrating scrutiny.
The title of the learned author's
novel provides a clue as to the nature of his findings. The fates were
laughing when the scholarly Claudius
turned from his books to plan the
conquest of Britain. They must have
been laughing, too, when the late
editor of the Manchester Guardian
was at work on this book in the
dark months of the Blitz. With delicate irony and with a fine understanding of the manners and the
morals of the age of which he writes
Mr. Crozier portrays the decadent
society, the political intrigues, the
dark undercurrents, and the chang-
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ing values of the Roman Empire in
the early decades of the Christian
era.

IDSTORY OF THE CHURCH
OF DENMARK
By Jens Christian Kjaer. Lutheran
Publishing House, Blair, Nebr.
1945. 127 pages. $1.00.
HIS
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Grundtvig, Kierkegaard, Martensen
and others, is most illuminating. This
book deserves a wide circulation
among college departments of religion, advanced bible study groups,
students of theology, and Christian
ministers. It contains a valuable bibliography for the student of the history
of Christianity in Denmark.
H. H. KUMNICK

little book of one hundred

and twenty-seven pages which the
T
author modestly calls an outline of

the history of the Church of Denmark is far more than that. It presents a summary of the history of
Christianity in Denmark from Willebrord to the present. The book gives
one a better understanding not only
of the development of Christianity in
Denmark, but also of certain trends
in the history of Christendom, such
as monasticism, the Crusades, pietism,
and rationalism, which the author
weaves into his work as a background
for what he writes about the church
in Denmark. Mr. Kjaer's description
of the roles played by great leaders
of the church of Denmark such as

GOD'S ANSWER (Second Volume)
By 0. A. Geiseman, S.T.D. Ernst
Kaufmann, Inc., New York. 1945.
192 pages. $2.00.
have looked forward for more

than a year to the publication
W
of another volume of sermons by Dr.
Geiseman. Like all of their predeces·
sors, these latest sermons of the author are written in simple style. Dr.
Geiseman knows how to express the
great truths of God's eternal message
in a language which his hearers and
readers understand. These sermons
are both timely and evangelistic.
H. H. KUMNICK
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Motion Picture
THE CRESSET

evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

of the· motion-picT turehistory
industry in the United
HE

States is both fascinating and fantastic. It had its beginning on
April 23, 18g6, when the Armat
Vitascope, developed by Thomas
A. Edison, had its premiere at Koster and Bial's Music Hall in ]':Jew
York City. Twenty-five years later
the Vitascope had been supplanted by the motion-picture camera.
There were 14,000 motion-picture
theaters in the United States, with
an average weekly attendance of
5o,ooo,ooo persons, and more than
1oo,ooo men and women were employed in these theaters. Production studios turned out 700 feature films annually, and the payroll for 1 5,ooo s~udio employees
was in excess of $25,ooo,ooo. The
gross earnings of the young industry were close to half a billion
dollars, and the assessed value of
the Hollywood Studios was more
than $15,ooo,ooo. By this time the
first hectic years of competition
and chaos, of ruthless conflict and

unsavory chicanery, were over.
The shrewd and seasoned business men who had survived the
era of cut-throat competition did
not as yet fully understand the
limitless possibilities of the motion-picture industry; but they
had begun to realize that the ultimate success of their new enterprise depended on that mysterious
abstraction called "the public"
and that "the public" was nothing more nor less than "the customer." The customer is always
right, and in 1921 the customer
was in a disturbingly critical
mood. For a long time there had
been an undercurrent of protest
against the suggestive Jazz Age
films and the license and new freedom of thought born of World
War I. Now this protest broke
forth in a flood of denunciation.
From the pulpit, the press, civic
organizations, educational societies, and law-making bodies came
a blast of condemnation which
literally exploded in the movie-
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makers' faces. Something had to
be done-and quickly, too.
In The Hays Office (BobbsMerrill, Indianapolis and New
York. 1945. 266 pages. Illustrated.
$3.25) Raymond Moley explains
the dilemma which confronted
motion-picture producers in 1921
and discusses in detail the solution they found for their difficulties. Mr. Moley declares:
This book is an account of what
one industry has learned about governing itself. It is not a history of
the motion-picture art nor of the motion-picture industry.
In these days of heated debate over
the relation of government and business, such a story is not without general significance. There are those who
believe that government regulation
of business has gone too far. There
are others who hold that it has not
gone far enough. All, however, agree
that it is highly desirable that business learn as much as possible about
governing itself. This book describes
an effort to do just that.
Has the experiment undertaken
by Will Hays as chairman of the
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America-commonly called the Hays Office-succeeded? This question cannot be
answered by a simple and uncompromising yes or no. Unquestionably, Mr. Hays did bring stability
where all had been chaos and confusion; unquestionably, too, the
Production Code drawn up in
1930 and revised for greater ef-
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fectiveness in 1934 has kept off the
screen much that was objectionable. Reaction to this code, however, as was to be expected, has
been varied. The Catholic Legion
of Decency, for example, has often
found its enforcement too lax.
Producers, screen writers, and
champions of artistic freedom on
the other hand, have often declared that its restrictions have
(1) shackled art and (2) resulted
in a false and distorted portrayal
of American life. Ironically
enough, events of recent months
indicate that the self-government
which Mr. Moley found to be
eminently satisfactory under Mr.
Hays's direction has not been 100
per cent successful after all. Not
long ago Warner Brothers withdrew from the M.P.P.D.A., United
Artists declared its intention to
follow suit, and a new Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers has been formed in Hollywood.
One may justifiably feel that
Mr. Maley's warm personal regard for Mr. Hays has colored his
findings and thus rendered his
analysis less dispassionate than
one might have wished. In spite
of these shortcomings The Hays
Office contains much that is of
value. It is well worth reading.
The war is over. Reconversion
is in the air. Months, perhaps
years, before all the men and
women in our armed services can
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return to the United States, our
thoughts seem to have turned to
the comforts and luxuries of
peacetime living. Newspaper headlines tell of nylons, washing machines, and automobiles. Here is a
timely reminder-lest we forgetthat we are removed only by days
and weeks from the most destructive war in all history. The Fleet
That Came to Stay (U. S. NavyParamount) is the grim and
bloody record of the sea, air, and
land battle for Okinawa. Three
months of savage fighting are
packed into this short film-three
months in which Japanese Kamikaze planes hurtled out of a flaming sky to strike again and again
at the massed United States fleet.
They took their toll, too, these
fanatical suicide fliers. There are
thousands of white crosses on Okinawa, and the waters thereabouts
cradle the bodies of many young
Americans. This is just a small
part of the total cost of peace-a
thing for us to remember.
Fred MacMurray keeps popping
up. Wherever we go these days
there we are sure to find Fred
MacMurray. He appears in Murder, He Says (Paramount) , a sordid concoction which defies classification. Obviously, no adult will
be affected by this ridiculous tale;
but it is depressing to think that
thousands of children are permitted to see such unwholesome fare.
Mr. MacMurray plays the title

role in Captain Eddie (2oth Century-Fox, Lloyd Bacon), a dignified, carefully planned screen biography of Eddie Rickenbacker. The
film opens with a re-enactment of
the crash of Captain Rickenbacker's plane in the Pacific and then
makes use of flashbacks to portra)
the famous flier's early life.
In Where Do We Go from
Here? (2oth Century-Fox, Gregory
Ratoff) , a technicolor fantasy, Mr.
MacMurray romps through the
centuries with an ease not excelled
by the daring young man on the
flying trapeze. He has help, of
course, in the form of a grateful
genie whom he has accidentally
released from a discarded lamp.
This genie is much less attractive
than the red-haired genie who
works her magic in A Thousand
and One Nights (Columbia), an
old, old story done up in garish
technicolor.
Thrill of a Romance (M-G-M)
uses a high-priced cast and expensive technicolor sets in a not-toosuccessful attempt to put new life
into a well-worn plot. Admirers
of Lauritz Melchior are sure to
come away feeling just a little
cheated. One might have expected
a better vehicle for the screen debut of the great Heldentenor.
For a long time the Government refused to sanction a screen
biography of John Dillinger, onetime Public Enemy No. 1. A few
months ago Monogram Studios
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turned out a "Quickie"-a B picture made in twenty-one days at
a total cost of only $15o,ooo. Dillinger (Monogram) is a tense,
tough, old-fashioned melodrama.
It has already grossed almost a
million dollars-which means,
alas, that we may be in for another cycle of gangster films.
John Steinbeck's gay, carefree,
improvident, and impoverished
paisanos make another screen appearance in A Medal for Benny
(Paramount) . Cliches and flagwaving oratory all but drown out
the mild undercurrent of satire
which runs through this parable
of how fame came to the father of
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the ne'er-do-well who became a
national hero.
The Unseen (Paramount) is an
exceptionally well made psychological melodrama.
Conflict (Warner Bros.) is only
mildly interesting.
Obviously, You Came Along
(Paramount) was designed to convey a message of courage, cheer,
and loyalty. It fails dismally in its
purpose. It is sleek, perfumed, effusive make-believe.
There are flashes of charm and
poignancy in Those Endearing
Young Charms (RKO-Radio);
but, by and large, the picture remains unreal and unconvincing.

I
Verse

II

I

Santa Fe Country
The desert road begins to climb
And wind about the peak
Like peeled space round earth-apple green
With rosy sunset streak.
Up here, the air is spicy, cool,
Like orchards in the Fall,
While pine and spruce beside the road
Loom primitively tall.
Long summers dream their dreams away
To psalms of solitude
In lovely, quiet Santa Fe
Where glamorous mem'ries brood;
And I can see a Mexic cart
Pass up a narrow street,
And feel the dust of centuries
Of conquest on my feet!
For this is country of things goneThe curios of TaosPueblo, streets astir at dawn,
Each artist's gardened house.
A country, this-for man to love,
For God's pure ecstasy!
To pluck a fresh bouquet of stars
Each night's expectancy!
- RUDOLPH N . HILL

I
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Music in Our Hearts
Across the black and fertile earth,
Above, beyond this world's sad dearth
Of worthful things, we hear a sound.
It comes in love to all who hear
The words sent down from God above.
It is a song, a hymn of peace,
For lonely hearts that never cease
To reach and grasp for quiet life.
The peace God sends in Christ, our Lord,
Shall ever quietude afford.
In storm and tempest, day and night,
This song of love our souls shall soothe.
To peasants, laborers, rich men, all,
To dying lives comes Christ, Who saves,
Who weary, care-worn conscience laves,
To bring us heart-songs day by day.
-JANICE PRIES

Night Song
Night-birds, cicadas sing
in prairie-grass and willow.
Beneath the moon all is still.
The hollows of ravines ring
with the bark and wail
of the coyote on the hill.
The moon scatters white and black,
shaving the hillocks, depressing the vales,
but does not neglect
the coyote on the hill.
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Old Dormitory
As campus patriarch, warm-willed,
He frowns, and passers-by are chilled.
But they know not his spirit.
The ivy clutches at the walls,
.
Contrasting summer to the wear of sixty falls.
Sometimes it seems
It's held alone by these hands.
But in the winter, when the sleet and rain
Leave but a finger of the ivy to remain,
Somehow, in spite of this, he stands.

With No Word Spoken
Never reach me your empty hands
For words ... holding the palms upward
To catch a bright cascade of gems,
Or your fingers curved to take a candle
That my thought has lighted,
Or a bread for your young heart's hunger.
My words are never these.
They ~rebut uncolored pebbles,
Or a wick that is charred, withered fruit.
Never reach me your empty hands
For words ... or understand,
When I put my own palms against yours,
With ,only the silences crying between.
-HELEN MYRTIS LANGE
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Ode to a Greek Reader
Now then, dear poets of the Grecian land
Who thunder down the mighty battle-cries of Zeus:
What prompted you to pen such glorious verse
About a god who never can fulfill
The empty promise fashioned thus for him?
Ah yes! still overjoyed I turn the heavy page
Of my Greek Reader, knowing that there
Dwells verse to shake the soul, poems
To set my heart a-beating faster with their majesty.
And ohl how bitter is the thought
That all this beauty should be spent
On nothingness.
So I, when oft I take thy golden
Pages in my hand, am bound
To change the name of Zeus to Lord,
Jehovah, Jesus!
And then there comes into my hungry soul
The blessed food of faith, of stronger faith.
Who could but hope that you,
Dear poets of the Grecian land,
Had seen, as I see now through Grecian words,
The King of all us mortals, the only King,
My Lord?
-WALTER RIESS

Nocturne
The pines of evening dip with languor
into the water, and the moon
cracks the wall
which light has forgotten too soon,
never to remember, it seems.
The weird has become more weird
and the shadows of day are longer.
We two need not have feared
for the light seems stronger
when we are together.

l

Check List of Books Reviewed
March) I945) through September) I945
C\EVERAL times a year THE CRESSET presents a Check List of books
~ r evieved in the columns of this journal over a period of several

months. This list may serve as a reminder to our readers as well as a
brief survey of the books THE CRESSET for one reason or another has
considered worthy of notice.
The following system of notation is used: ***Recommended without reservation. THE CRESSET believes these books have exceptional and
lasting merit. **Recommended-with reservations. The reservations
are indicated in the reviews and are usually concerned with errors in
morals or in facts. At times a book which is good enough in itself
receives only two stars because its value is ephemeral. *Not recommended. Reviews of these are printed in our columns for negative and
defensive reasons. Usually they are almost entirely without merit.
*** An Intelligent American's Guide
to the Peace under the general
editorship of Sumner Welles
*** Solution in Asia by Owen Lattimore
*** The Unive?·se Amund Us by
Sir James Jeans
*** Poems for a Son with Wings by
Robert P. Tristram Coffin
*** The Last Flowering of the Middle Ages by Joseph Vander Elst
*** The Young Jefferson 1743-1789
by Claude G. Bowers

*** The Collected Poetry of W. H.
Auden

*** The U.S.A. at War: V. S. Camera, 1945, edited by Tom Ma·
Ioney
*** Woodrow Wilson and the Great
Betrayal by Thomas A. Bailey
*** Understanding the Child by Alfred Schmieding
**
** American Guerrilla in the Philippines by Ira Wolfert
** Black Boy by Richard Wright
** The Journal of MaTy Heroey
Russell by Storm Jameson
** The Thurber Carnival by James
Thurber
** Chiang Ka i-Shek by H. H. Chang
** England in the Eighteen-Eighties
by Helen Merrell Lynd
** Raymond L. Ditmars by L. N.
Wood

***Mozart: His Character) His
Work by Alfred Einstein
*** Puritanism and Democracy by

Ralph Barton Perry
*** Bolts of Melody: New Poems of
Emily Dickinson. Edited by Mabel Loomis Todd and Millicent
Todd Bingham
*** The Musical Scene by Virgil
Thomson
66
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** Apartment in Athens by Glenway ** The Ballad and the Source by
Rosamond Lehmann
Wescott
** The Golden Bowl by Feike Feike- ** Tahl by Jeremy Ingalls
ma
** I Remember Mama by John van
Druten
** The Blue Danube by Ludwig Bemelmans
** Movie Lot to B eachhead by the
Editors of Look
** The Vigil of a Nation by Lin
Yutang
** Commodore Hornblower by C. S.
Forester
** The Children of Light and the
**
**

Children of Darkness by Reinhold Niebuhr
Cocks and Bulls in Caracas by
Olga Briceno
Germany Between Two Wars by
Lindley Fraser
Wars I Have Seen by Gertrude
Stein
Democracy Under Pressure by
Stuart Chase
The Old California Trail by
Julia Cooley Altrocchi
Poor Child by Anne Parrish
This Man from Lebanon by Barbara Young
Report on the Russians by W. L.
White
The Battle Within by Philip
Gibbs
Tell the People by Pearl S. Buck

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
** The Fundamentals of Physics and
**

**
**

Their Applications in Modern
Life by Bowen C. Dees
Canada and the Fight for Freedom by W. L. Mackenzie King
The Plot Against the Peace by
Michael Sayers and Albert E.
Kahn
Freedom Is More Than a Word
by Marshall Field

**

**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**

Laughter on th e Hill by Margaret Parton
The Moral Conquest of Germany
by Emil Ludwig
The Economics of Peace by Kenneth E. Boulding
Proceed Without Delay by Thomas R. St. George
Dragon Harvest by Upton Sinclair
These Are the Russians by Richard E. Lauterbach
The Governing of Men by Alexander H. Leighton
Home to India by Santha Rama
Rau
The Private Life of the Master
Race by Bertolt Brecht
Understanding Drama by Cleanth
Brooks and Robert B. Heilman
Bringing Our World TogetheT
by Daniel Johnson Fleming
Time to Be Young edited by
Whit Burnett
Men Who Built the West by Arthur Amos Hardy
The Townsman by John Sedges
The Poetry of Freedom edited by
William Rose Benet ahd Nor·
man Cousins
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* The Troubled *Midnight by John
Gunther
* Captain from Castile by Samuel
Shellabarger
* The Innovator by John Brett Robey

* Red Fruit by Temple Bailey

* Tomorrow Will Sing by Elliot Arnold

* Now That April's Th ere by Daisy
Neumann
* Five Who Vanished by George F.
Worts

* My Country by Russell Davenport
* Take Three Tenses by Rumer

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

* Brazil: Giant to the South by Alice
Rogers Hager
*
* Civil Life in Wartime Germany by *
Max Seydewitz

Godden
Young Bess by Margaret Irwin
An Italian Tragedy by Nicola V.
Curinga
Wild Orchard by Isabel Dick
Pride's Way by Robert Molloy
Reprieve by Warwick Deeping
Farewell My Heart by Ferenc Molnar
It's a Free Country by Ben Ames
Williams
The Happy Time by Robert Fontaine
Coming Home by Lester Cohen
A Dynamic World Order by Donald A. MacLean

1
about all I find time for besides The
New York Times and Time.
Walter A. Hansen's "Music and
Music Makers" has provided me with
a guide in my attempt to build up a
collection of classical records. I love
good music but am not too familiar
with it so appreciate the assistance
furnished by his column. The movie
reviews are exceptional too. It's good
to find a reviewer who doesn't mince
words and who throws no bouquets
at mediocre films. When THE CREsSET says a movie is good, I know it's
worth seeing.
I hesitate to mention every section
of the magazine, but the editorials
too are certainly among the best . .
WILLIAM T. SEEBER
United States Military Academy
West Point, New York

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Reproof in Rhyme
Sir:
For CRESSET's fine columns
My praise is abundant,
Even though on page 6
There's a phrase that's redundant.
Bad verse offends us
Like the phrase "consensus
Of opinion," you see-.
So here is your chance
To get even with me.
CHAPLAIN HENRY C. WOLK
Boca Raton Field, Fla.

Is That So?
Sir:
The editorial, "Who's a Fascist?",
appearing in the August issue, sounds
a bit reactionary. What's wrong with
Communism? The early Christians
were Communists.
If Martin Luther were alive today
h e would be flying with the left wing.
WALTER J. BIEHL
Chicago, Ill.

The Cresset at West Point
Sir:
The purpose of this letter is that
I want to tell someone how much I
appreciate THE CRESSET, I don't
know whether this magazine is actually getting better all the time or
whether it just grows on a person
as some music has a habit of doing.
At any rate this little journal has become a "must" on my reading list.
During the accelerated academic year
here at West Point, THE CRESSET is

The Cresset Overseas
Sir:
In the two and a half years I have
spent overseas with combat troops,
THE CRESSET has served as a tie with
some of those blessings for which
we've been fighting: our church, freedom of expression, youth banded to6g
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gether beneath the Cross for service
unto salvation instead of destruction.
In the midst of blood, mud, rains,
suffering and death, your publication, with others, has been a welcome
haven of relaxation, inspiration, and
hope. Thank you again.
CHAPLAIN c. E. WALSTAD
Somewhere in Germany

We'll Keep Them as Souvenirs
Sir:
In my assignment as District Chaplain of the Riviera District in France,
it appears that at the present moment I can make excellent use of an
article which was published in the
January, 1944, CRESSET.
Would you be so kind as to send
me a copy of that issue? Inasmuch as
American money is unobtainable
here, I must pay you in French
francs. I therefore enclose fifteen
francs which, according to the Army
Exchange, amounts to thirty cents,
the price for a single copy. There is
no doubt that you can turn in these
francs at a local bank.
CHAPLAIN RicHARD T. Du BRAu
Riviera District, France

Those Little People Again
Sir:
We read with interest our colleague's report on the "little people"
in a recent issue of TI-lE CRESSETthose little people whose rights the
politicians and big-wigs condescend
to champion in the courts of justice
and the halls of fame. From their
own point of view, what would the
1
little people do without them?
But there is another way of look-

ing at the "little people," and that is
with a great deal of affection and admiration. These little people are
those who will never make any impress upon history. They tread so
lightly that their footsteps, individually, do not even show upon the
sands of time. They are so insignificant that the politicians don't even
bother to buy their votes. Their
year's wage hardly equals that of
many others in a week.
Yet they should not be sought
among the "dregs of society," for they
are the salt of the earth. Scrupulously
honest, immaculately clean, they are
able to make their way in this world
with a great deal of native shrewdness and common sense. Their counting of pennies is not miserly. Their
cheap and threadbare clothes do not
detrac.L from their dignity as individuals. Their simple joys and pleasures
warm the cockles of the pure in
heart. Unobtrusive in public, they
have their own circle of friends and
relatives whose fellowship they enjoy.
Their triumphs, infinitesimal in e£.
feet, nevertheless provide them with
that store of memories which are every man's heritage, no matter how
lowly he may be. Deeply religious,
their homes and conversation are the
real backbone of the nation.
They may live and die unknown,
unhonored and unsung in the world,
but we are sure that they are among
God's dearest children. We know
these little people. We have sat down
often in their scrubbed paxlors. We
have eaten at their hospitable boaxd.
We have seen them at work in their
shops and gardens. We have worshipped with them in their churches.
We have heard them express their

'
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hopes and walked with them in their
sorrows. We have known their joys
and shared their simple pleasures.
We know their weakness and their
strength. There is no other word for
them. They will n ever be big. They
are little, but never petty. They are

small, but never mean. They are
pcor, but never niggardly. They are
little, but their very littlen ess may be
loved and admired. They, too, be·
long to God. He will not forget them.
KARL

\ t\T.

K ELLER

Lubbock, Texas

Order Form for Books Reviewed in the October CRESSET
Check Here
Titl e
Pric e
I. Rickshaw Boy , by Lau Shaw . . . . S2 . 7 5
2. Against These Three. by Stuart

0
0

0
D
0
0
0

Cloete
3.50
3. This Is W here I Came ln . by Rober<
J. Casey
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00
.4f. . Felix }.fendelssohn: Letters. edited
by G. Selden-Goth . . _
4.50
5 . The

Inquest

by

Robert

N eum ann 2 . 5 0

6. Mesa Verde, by Christopher La Farge 2 .50
7. The Great Geologists, by Carol Lane
Fenton and Mildred Ad ams Fenton 3 . 50

0
0

0

8. Good by to G.l .. by Maxwell Droke I .00
9. Cenci, by Arthur C. H icks and R .
Milton Clarke
) .5 0
I 0. Adventure Islands , by Sarah Foss
Wolvercon .. .. ... _.
3.00

Check H ere
Title
Price
1 1. Adventures and Escapes of Gustavus
Vasa, by Hendrik Willem Van Loon 2. 50

D
0

12. That Girl from Memphis, by Wilbur

0

Daniel Steele
13. Principio to

0
0
0
0

0
0

3.00
Wheeling,

by

Earl

Chapin May
3.00
14. Young Man, You Are Normal, by
Earnest Hooto n
2. 50
15 . The Wayfarers , by Dan Wickenden 2. 7 5
16. Enrico Caruso, His Life and Death,
by Dorothy Caruso
2. 75

I 7. The Fa tes Are Laughing, by W . P.
Crozier
3.00
18 . Hist ory of the Church of Denmarli,
by Jens Christian Kjaer . . . . . .
1.0 0
19 . God's Answer, by 0. A. Geiseman 2.00
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Plnu send the undersigned, postpaid, the above books. for which I enclose $ ......• . . .
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Address
City , .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ..... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .

Now that peace has come, the

and lasting value. One of the miconsensus among men of nor blessings of peace is that the
good will is that it must at all costs plethora of war books will gradube preserved. Ultimately, how- ally disappear from the market.
ever, the prevention of war can~
not be effected by international orGuest
reviewers
in this issue inganizations or security councilselude Herbert H.
valuable and necUmbach (Against
essary as these
Th ese Three, Admechanisms of arve nture Isl ands
bitrament may
and Th e Use of
be. The only sure
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and God's Answer).
The time has come once again
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